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We are so crazy about great interior ideas that in Munich and 
in over 45 countries all around the world KARE is a byword 
for the thrill of individual furnishing. Like no other furniture 
brand we have, ever since 1981, stood for incomparable variety, 
surprising and irresistible collections and a shopping experien-
ce which is like no other. Discover lovingly crafted, solid-wood 
furniture which will be cherished for a lifetime, together with 
slightly crazy but unique pieces of furniture creating a ‘wow’ effect. 
We invite you to browse through our new KARE magazine! 

K A R E  -  J O Y  O F  L I V I N G !

SHOPS
WORLDWIDE 

MORE THAN
100
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THE JOY OF LIVING
WITH US

COMES FIRST

Did you know that KARE has been run by us, 
its founders, since it was established in 1981? 
As owners and managing directors, we're passio-
nate about ensuring that you have a wonderful  
furnishing experience - and we do so with around 
200 shops in over 50 countries worldwide. 

Like our creativity, our diversity knows no boun-
daries. That's why our furnishing experts have made 
it their business to help you find your absolute  
favourite items in the KARE furnishing cosmos. 

Perhaps you're planning to refurnish your home 
completely? In that case we have exactly what you 
need: furnishing consultants who not only do the 
planning for you, but also transport you into your 
newly created world. With our 3D spatial planning 
and virtual reality technology you can now simply 
walk into your future home! You're also guaranteed 
to enjoy working with our app: the KARE Room  
Designer enables you to become an interior design 
professional yourself: one swipe of the screen and 
new furniture appears photorealistically in your 
room as if by magic. It's just that simple to furnish 
your home with KARE today.  

What we'd like to wish you is that you stay eager 
to experiment, that you have the courage to make 
bold statements and that you challenge us to meet 
your expectations.  We look forward to getting to 
know you and creating a home with you that is just 
as unique as you yourself are, that is completely in 
line with your taste and, above all, that is filled with 
unlimited furnishing inspiration!

Photo: Mayk Azzato

Peter Schönhofen & Jürgen Reiter
Founders, owners and CEOs
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L I V I N G  R O O M

THAT ROCKS
FURNITURE
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Sofa MILCHBAR VELVET ROSE, a favourite sofa with raspberry velvet cover and soft upholstery.
Stands on retro feet and seats three comfortably. Also available in other colours, 83 x 233 x 86 cm | 83435 |    
Coffee table WIRE BLACK, light, modern and elegant: glass-topped table. Also available in other colours and versions,
e.g. 31 x 60 x 60 cm | 79577 |   Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a brass-coloured steel frame.
Available in other versions, 100 x 100 x 5 cm | 82718 | 
Mirror HACIENDA, with adjustable, leather-look belt, 97 x 61 x 6 cm | 81797 |   Console table SECRETS, a slim eye-catcher  
with different levels for storage and decoration, in an airy-looking material mix, 90 x 140 x 30 cm | 83335 |   
Carpet COMP CREAM, a stylish composition of many honeycomb-style mosaics made of light-coloured hide,  
170 x 240 cm | 60598 |   Table lamp BALLOONS, this reflecting object does the job of a modern work of art during the day,  
and in the evening the lamp provides indirect light, 68 x 36 x 36 cm | 61159 |   
Vase BARFLY, available in many colours and versions, also in combination a great eye-catcher | 60579 |    
Armchair VICKY, our popular classic in the Scandinavian look, available with many different covers,  
92 x 59 x 62 cm | 82608 |   Standard lamp BALLOONS, available in different sizes, 167 x 38 x 38 cm | 61158 |

kare_design

6 hours ago7896 Likes

Show all comments (116)

#milchbar #interior #mykarestyle

#bestfriend #karedesign
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa ELEMENT WAVE, a real hit! From a single chair to a giant sofa, everything is possible  
here in minutes. Would you like a little more? Also available in grey,  
83 x 91 x 84 cm | 83664, 83767 |
Side table WIRE, light, modern and elegant. A gold-coloured frame with reflecting glass top.  
Available in many colours and sizes, Ø 33 cm | 83457 |
Stool CHERRY, the Cherry on the interior decoration cake, 42 x 35 x 35 cm |

Sofa LOOK, cute two-seater with the comfort of a very large sofa, 77 x 178 x 90 cm | 83448 |    
Coffee table TESORO, enchantingly elegant, with a top of real agate gemstone, 40 x ø 80 cm | 82845 |
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS BRASS, can shine in five directions at the same time thanks to rotating shades!  
With a high-quality marble base for stability, 220 x 100 x 110 cm | 60631 |
Stool CHERRY, in our opinion a Cherry stool in every room makes life more colourful and helps putting  
on your shoes easier, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 82697, 82699 |
Oil painting ABSTRACT, an Expressionist work of art in oils, 150 x 120 cm | 60425 |
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Sofa MY DESIRE KHAKI, elegant homage to the Chesterfield sofa  
with a shimmering velvet cover, 68 x 245 x 100 cm | 79618 |
Coffee table MYSTIC, a coffee table with five corners...  
and a marble top with elaborate star-shaped inlays,  
various sizes available, e.g. 51 x 60 x 58 cm | 83389 |

Sofa SPECTRA, whether it's in a cocktail lounge or living room, this sofa invites 
you to chill, have a drink and enjoy the evening, 74 x 243 x 95 cm | 83620 |

Sofa MILCHBAR, a mid-century favourite in a gentle shade of gold,  
83 x 233 x 86 cm | 81191 |

Sofa LOOK, a dream in champagne velvet with  
all-over button stitching, 77 x 230 x 90 cm | 83485 |

"We love the 
mid-century style! 

Sofas and armchairs with 
soft velvet upholstery and 

tapering feet are the heart of  
any apartment in the style of  

the Fifties and Sixties. 
Many of our sofas come  
with different covers of 

your choice!"

Jessica Melgar 
sofa expert,  

KARE Santa Cruz 

Sofa DSCHINN, a miracle of space offering real cosiness  
in tasteful golden velvet, 81 x 237 x 120 cm | 83608 |
Coffee table MYSTIC, with marble top and beautiful brass inlays,  
47 x 120 x 70 cm | 83726 |

Sofa LOFT, an irresistible sofa with button stitching and elegant gold-coloured 
frame, also available as an armchair, 70 x 226 x 80 cm | 83528 | 

SHOP
ONLINE



Sofa PROUD, a gently shimmering velvet sofa with plenty of room for cosy evenings for two, three or four..., 81 x 214 x 86 cm | 83469 | 
Armchair PROUD, an inviting armchair with soft velvet. Feet in black painted steel, 81 x 98 x 86 cm | 83470 |
Cupboard MUSKAT, a delicate eye-catcher with golden painted scales. With shelf, other versions available,  
90 x 75 x 40 cm | 83364 |
Table lamp MUSHROOM, a gold-plated highlight in a striking design, provides stylish lighting and looks great even during the day, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 | 
TV board MUSKAT, just the right home for your TV! With its compartments and doors, Muskat is also happy to accommodate magazines or electrical appliances,  
50 x 140 x 35 cm | 83365 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Picture FISH MEETING, art print with hand-painted oil finish and gold accents. 
Together they look great, but each is also elegant on its own, 100 x 75 cm | 60447, 60448 |  
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame made of brass-coloured steel.  
Available in other versions, 100 x 100 x 5 cm | 82718 |
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS BRASS, can shine in five directions at the same time thanks to rotating shades.  
With a high-quality marble base for stability, 220 x 100 x 110 cm | 60631 |
Coffee table RIMINI, glossy eye-catcher made of brushed stainless steel, with black glass top, 36 x 60 x 60 cm | 83320 |
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Mirror DROP, oversized mirror in drop form, 120 x 76 x 9 cm | 83206, 83207 | 
Dresser PIANO a valuable ornament with handcrafted inlays in contrasting colours and golden feet, 19 x 114 x 48 cm | 83382 | 
Armchair MUSIC HALL, superbly comfortable swivel armchair with soft upholstery and shimmering velvet cover in elegant grey, 71 x 90 x 86 cm | 83094 | 
Carpet ROCKSTAR, in vintage Persian look, 170 x 240 cm | 60191 | 
Standard lamp BELLO SETTE, a lighting talent with LED, 162 x 42 x 43 cm | 61399 | 
Side table PIANO, how ingenious: a cube with twelve corners! With a magical pattern in black and white and handmade inlays! 
Its unconventional shape and modern graphic look make it a sought-after interior star, 45 x 60 x 60 cm | 83381 | 
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Armchair SAN DIEGO, an armchair in powder pink, featuring elaborate details in mid-century style, 85 x 80 x 85 cm | 83092 |  Sofa SAN DIEGO, a slim 
eye-catcher with soft velvet cover in pink tones, 85 x 145 x 85 cm | 83093 |   Coffee table CESTA, an airy, luxurious coffee table made of a brass-coloured grid 
with safety glass top, 40 x 110 x 110 cm | 82785 |   Oil painting ROSES, thanks to the transparent plastic coating,  
the hand-painted bouquet becomes a modern wall decoration, 100 x 100 cm | 60775 |   

Armchair PERUGIA, an armchair that makes a real statement! Elegant seating furniture in twenties' style. A perfect silhouette with elaborate pleating for uniquely  
stylish luxury, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |   Sofa PERUGIA, the cream-coloured sofa with pleated cover stands on a brass-coloured base that echoes the splendour  
of the Golden Twenties, 65 x 195 x 119 cm | 82707 |   Carpet KELIM, the vintage classic in powdery shades, 240 x 170 cm | 61328 |    
Side tablee FIRESTARTER, with marble top and artistic base made of brass-coated aluminium, Ø 41 cm |  83383-5 |   
Swivel armchair FESTINO, a slim swivelling chair that looks just as good in front of the small escritoire as it does in front of the dressing table, 70 x 66  60 cm |  83100 | 
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Armchair GAMBLE SAND, brings back the elegant 
mid-century style, 78 x 68 x 75 cm | 83455 | 

Sofa GAMBLE, an elegant three-seater with comfortable upholstery in  
mid-century look. Much more comfortable than its predecessors, and available  
in several colours, 78 x 179 x 75 cm | 80750 |  
Armchair GAMBLE, fine velvet in subdued emerald green, with brass and wood  
details ensuring a stylish appearance, 78 x 68 x 75 cm | 80751 | 
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame  
made of brass-coloured steel. Available in other versions, ø 100 cm | 82718 | 
Wall lamp PARECCHI ART HOUSE, an unusual furnishing object  
with twelve lampshades in a stylish mix, 110 x 185 x 30 cm | 34736 |  
Carpet COMP CREAM, a stylish eye-catcher, composed of many honeycomb  
mosaics of light hide, 170 x 240 cm | 60598 | 
Coffee table RIMINI, will attract admiring looks with its brushed stainless steel  
and black glass top, 36 x 60 x 60 cm | 83320 | 
Cupboard MUSKAT, a delicate focal point with gold-coloured decorations  
in the form of scales. With shelf, 90 x 75 x 40 cm | 83364 | 
TV board MUSKAT, just the right home for your TV! Thanks to compartments  
and doors, Muskat also accommodates magazines and electrical appliances,  
50 x 140 x 35 cm | 83365 | 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Sofa GAMBLE, a sand-coloured velvet cover for this favourite in sixties style,  
78 x 179 x 70 cm | 83454 | 

TV board TERRAZZO, a filigree material mix with storage 
space on four levels, 73 x 152 x 73 cm | 83732 | 
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Sofa INFINITY VELVET, the perfect sofa - with a taupe velvet cover, offering plenty of room to stretch your legs and variable stool position, 70 x 302 x 182 cm | 83646 |     
Armchair VICKY ROSE, eye candy with favourite chair potential! From bright yellow to subdued grey:  
the softly upholstered armchair comes in many favourite colours, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 82610 | 
Console table SECRETS, slim eye-catcher with different levels for storage and decoration, cool material mix and airy appearance, 90 x 140 x 30 cm | 83335 | 
Mirror XXL, extra large mirrors featuring three different, handmade structures made of aluminium, ø 110 cm | 83371, 2, 4 |  
Coffee table MONOCLE, modern coffee table with dark marble top, 45 x 110 x 60 cm | 82688 | 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Carpet SPIKE, artistically arranged pieces of hide create a chevron pattern in exclusive cream and silver tones, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |  
Picture FISH MEETING, art print with hand-painted oil finish and gold accents.  
Together they form a great picture but each is also elegant on its own, 100 x 75 cm | 60447, 60448 | 
Table lamp MUSHROOM, a brass-coloured decorative highlight in mushroom form., 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 |  
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS BRASS, can shine in five directions at the same time thanks to rotating shades!  
With a high-quality marble base for stability, 220 x 100 x 110 cm | 60631 | 

more information about  
the individual elements  

on the next page!

SOFA SERIES 

Infinity
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"Would you like a little more? Or do you only have a small 
corner available? Infinity is a series of different elements 

that all fit harmoniously together. Whether it's for 
a small living room or a large loft, with Infinity 

you simply add on and adapt your current 
furnishing situation so ensure that it 

remains stylish.
Find out more on our website!"

SOFA SERIES 

Infinity

180 x 120 cm 180 x 120 cm

80 x 100 cm 68 x 100 cm 50 x 100 cm

120 x 100 cm 100 x 100 cm 80 x 100 cm

100 x 100 cm 100 x 100 cm 120 x 100 cm 120 x 100 cm

 Natalie Schön 
 interior designer, 

KARE Munich 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Sofa INFINITY SOFT, twelve elements offer individual possibilities for every size of apartment and budget. The smart crossover of reduced chic  
and lounge style, balanced proportions and carefully crafted details make this infinitely expandable sofa a real must-have.  
Available with different surfaces and colours. For example, as shown, 70 x 302 x 182 cm | 82574 |  
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Sofa GIANNA, a spacious corner sofa with a wide récamiere,  
with taupe velvet cover, 290 x 68 x 160 cm | 83897 | 

Sofa GIANNA, with a greenish-blue velvet cover and wide récamiere,  
which invites you to relax, 290 x 68 x 160 cm | 83569 | 

Sofa GIANNA, a popular corner sofa with a grey woven cover,  
289 x 68 x 160 cm | 82657 | 

Sofa GIANNA, a spacious three-seater with a beige velvet cover,  
227 x 68 x 107 cm | 83572 | 

Sofa GIANNA, a three-seater in blue velvet, with compact dimensions and plenty 
of room for cosy evenings on the couch, 227 x 68 x 107 cm | 83570 | 

Gianna
"Thinking out of the box: a modern and  

comfortable corner sofa with straight, clear lines.
It combines reduced chic with the lounge style 
and looks very light-footed at the same time. 

This sofa is absolutely loft-suitable, 
but fits into a classic environment. 
Comes in many different fabrics 

and sizes."

SOFA SERIES 

Cordula Moser 
interior planer, 

KARE Kraftwerk 
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Sofa LOFT, a classic sofa with a pepper-and-salt cover and button stitching, 70 x 226 x 80 cm | 83139 |   
Armchair LOFT, matching armchair, 70 x 81 x 80 cm | 83140 |  

"In the ancient world, 

terrazzo surfaces were 

already created with diffe-

rently coloured stones which 

were integrated using the technique 

of casting. We're delighted that this 

ingenious technique now decorates 

tables, floors and work surfaces, 

and we also enjoy combining 

different colour variations 

with each other."

 Martin Kiese 
 interior expert,  

 KARE Kraftwerk 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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1. Armchair MEETING POINT, a favourite armchair with stylish armrests, 105 x 83 x 82  cm | 83141 | 
2. Armchair EL CAPITAN, as comfortable as a wingback chair, but so much lighter, more dynamic and more elegant! 96 x 100 x 88 cm | 83089 |      
3. Armchair RITMO, a popular classic rocking chair with contrasting seam, matching stool available, 83 x 76 x 74 cm | 79403 |       
4. Armchair VICKY, eyecandy with favourite chair potential! From bright yellow to soft grey: the comfortably  
upholstered armchair comes in many favourite colours, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 82608 |   
5. Armchair VICKY, an eye-catcher with velvet cover in canary yellow, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 82661 |    
6. Side table TERRAZZO, cube-like side tables with a concrete top on a steel frame, 33 x 30 x 30 cm | 83251 |         
7. Armchair PROFESSORE, a comfortable seat cushion with an aniline leather cover on a solid wooden frame.  
A design statement that shows good taste, 80 x 63 x 91 cm | 83942 | 

1. 2.

4.

7.6.

5.4.3.
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Armchair VEGAS, the velvety armchair to go with the matching sofa, but is also a highlight on its own.  
Also available in yellow, 115 x 89 x 86 cm | 83532 | 
Cupboard MUSKAT, a delicate eye-catcher with golden painted scales. With shelf, other versions available, 85 x 75 x 40 cm | 83364 | 
Table lamp MUSHROOM, a stylish gold-coloured highlight which shines brightly and looks great even during the day, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 | 

"An armchair is 
a nice retreat for 

cuddling, reading and 
watching TV series.  

The upholstery is decisive  
for the comfort factor: 

whether buffalo leather or velvet, 
fabrics and leather of the 
highest quality ensure a 
long life and furnishing 

satisfaction!"

 Richi Kroiss 
 interior designer,  
KARE Kraftwerk 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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1. Armchair VICKY, a delightful retro-look chair with grey velvet cover, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 82608 | 
2. Armchair PURE ELEGANCE, cocktail chair in exclusive taupe, 71 x 77 x 70 cm | 82673 |  
3. Armchair AUNT BETTY, only the best of everything - in soft and contrasting colours  
with elaborate details in the style of the Fifties, 85 x 75 x 84 cm | 81776 |  
4. Armchair VEGAS FOREVER, this is the glamorous eclectic look: bright yellow with gold-coloured feet, 115 x 89 x 86 cm | 81573 |  
5. Armchair ROOF COLOR SHOCK, a breathtaking statement in Ibiza look, 165 x 85 x 80 cm | 83343 |  
6. Armchair MIRAGE, golden times are dawning, especially when they shimmer so beautifully, 70 x 81 x 80 cm | 78494 |  
7. Armchair WILDLIFE ZEBRA, the finest of everything, and lots of it: dramatic look with frame  
made of chrome-plated steel and cover made of high-quality printed leather, 87 x 80 x 88 | 82671 | 
8. Armchair TUDOR, a flamboyant wingback chair with stylish and striking diamond quilting in royal blue, 101 x 78 x 79 cm | 79523 | 
9. Armchair LOOP, a design object with a striking frame made of brushed stainless steel and high-quality leather cover, 82 x 71 x 122 cm | 82704 | 

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

7. 8. 9.



Sofa CUBETTO, an expansive classic with a fine vintage look and brown top-grain cowhide with extra wide armrests. The cube-like, clean-lined forms as well as the generous 
dimensions and the trendy styling ensure relaxed charm. A real gem in great quality that you will enjoy for a long time, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |     
Mirror BASTIDON, this is where the sun rises! Decorative frame made of recycled wood, ø 120 cm | 83337 |   
Carpet HIEROGLYPHICS, ethnic-style carpet made of cowhide strips, with integrated pattern in trendy mudcloth look, 170 x 240 cm | 60594 |     
Stool COUNTRY LIFE, a goatskin cover in natural shades of white and brown with black steel frame. This stool becomes an eye-catcher in combination with classic furnishing 
elements, 47 x 45 x 45 cm | 80205 |    Standard lamp PARECCHI ART HOUSE, a lamp that can do more: takes on the role of a luminous object, conjures up exciting lighting 
effects and can even function as a room divider, 176 x 40 x 37 cm | 39038 | 

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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1. Sideboard ILLUSION, fronts with wooden inlays and brushed brass accents, 85 x 165 x 40 cm | 83827 | 
2. Deco vase TEXAS, spiky design, an eye-catcher filled with dried flowers or even without contents, 99 x 28 x 23 cm | 31202 | 
3. Side table MARRAKECH, with an embossed surface, different sizes available, e.g. 48 x 33 x 33 cm | 82381 |  
4. Table lamp NATURE, a symbiosis of the modern and the natural, in extra large dimensions, 52 x 80 x 20 cm | 31764 |  
5. Sofa CUBETTO VELVET, the bare necessities! The cube-shaped classic shown here with a velvet cover. 
Other sizes and covers available, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 83954 |  
6. Carpet DUNE NATURE, with blended wool, in natural colours, 170 x 240 cm | 39205 | 
7. Armchair COUNTRY SIDE, made of soft, premium-quality leather in diamond quilting  
and featuring comfortable and generous upholstery, 90 x 83 x 88 cm | 79065 | 
8. Sofa CIGAR LOUNGE, in a dark-green velvet cover, matching armchair available, 70 x 176 x 82 cm | 83952 | 

6.

7. 8.

4.

5.

3.

2.

1.



Sofa CIGAR LOUNGE, timeless two-seater for the casual cigar lounge look, 70 x 176 x 82  cm | 77063 | 
Armchair CIGAR LOUNGE, distinctive leather lounger straight from an English gentlemen's club. An article of furniture for a lifelong friendship.  
Cover made of high-quality top-grain leather, 70 x 72 x 83 cm | 76948 |  
Wardrobe trunk Bar COLONIAL, tells of adventurous cruises on the high seas in earlier times and unfolds its nostalgic beauty in wood and crocodile 
leather. A perfectly organised bar where you can store everything the cocktail mixer needs, 154 x 61 x 61 cm | 73933 | 
Glass picture ELEFANT, animal motif printed on glass, 160 x 120 cm | 60395 | 
Standard lamp NATURE STRAIGHT, Indonesian driftwood, shaped by the sea,  
collected and used to create individual pieces, 171 x 52 x 52 cm | 31763 | 
Coffee table COLLECTOR, a favourite in industrial style with integrated letter case for small treasures, 45 x 122 x 55 cm | 83268 | 
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Sofa OXFORD, a classic in leather with button stitching, here with the "Cowboy" leather cover, for British-style fans,  
76 x 220 x 95 cm | 83438 |   
Coffee table PURO, with lovingly crafted details and artistic, hand-carved ornaments. The four tables can be individually combined or used 
separately, 40 x 156 x 156 cm | 81612 |   Wardrobe trunk Bar WEST COAST, with genuine leather touches. Will be happy to host your house 
bar in style, 152 x 60 x 61 cm | 82885 |     
Carpet KELIM ORNAMENT, also available in other colours, 170 x 240  cm | 60192 |    Oil painting ABSTRACT LANDSCAPE, a handpainted 
work of art on canvas, decorated in mixed media with gold leaf, 120 x 120 cm | 60777 |    
Standard lamp SCULTRA, wild acacia wood forms the base of this lamp, above which the elegant lampshade floats in gorgeous cream, radia-
ting pleasant glare-free, atmospheric light, 175 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |      
Side table ANIMAL, one meerkat rarely comes alone, and here two have wittily joined forces to hold your magazines, drinks and snacks. 
Many more animals available, 52 x 35 x 33 cm | 79748 |    
Tables BOSCO, The unconventional Bosco table series seems to come straight from the forest: A magnificent tree disc serves as a table top, 
supported by a robust steel construction, ø 30 cm | 83212, 3, 4 |    



V U L C A N O  C O F F E E  A N D  S I D E  T A B L E S

K A R E  I N S I D E

Coffee table VULCANO, a coffee table with a limestone top and rough edges,  
available in a range of designs | 82115, 82116, 82117 | 

Metal, water, earth and fire - the elements of nature provided the  
inspiration for this series of tables in volcanic grey. 

Metal, water, earth and fire - the elements of nature provided the inspiration for 
this series of tables in volcanic grey. The table tops are made of solid sandstone 
and their edges seem to be shaped by the forces of nature. The craftsmen in 
our workshops achieve this effect by the elaborate processing of every single 
top by hand. 

Each Vulcano table is individually designed and thus a unique piece, bearing 
the signature of an Indian stonemason. Work on a single table can take up to 
five days. The frame made of a curved steel rod is also forged and hammered by 
hand, and we deliberately leave striking traces of manufacture and processing 
on the metal surface.

STORY
BEHIND

THE
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A C C E S S O R I E S

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS GOLD
We draw power from symbolism: gold stands for the sun, its warmth and shimmering luminosity.  
We bring the warm light of the afternoon sun into rooms with design accents in gold, including pink and 
matt gold. Discreetly used, this colour shade is a flattering contrast to wood and vibrant structures.

1. Pendant lamp BEAM BRASS, pure starlight with rays of brass, ø 72 cm | 60121 | 
2. Clock CLIP, a large statement clock, which nevertheless discreetly shows the course of time, ø 107 cm | 60974 |   
3. Pendant lamp CRYSTAL BOMB, an impressive pendant lamp made of lacquered steel in sputnik look. Bringing light into the dark with 18 light bulbs, ø 93 cm | 60117 |   
4. Standard lamp REFLECTOR, a brass-coloured design object that provides a pleasant indirect light, 159 x 42 x 30 cm | 61440 |  
5. Deco figure TURTLE, definitely a conversation starter in the original size of a giant tortoise, 43 x 95 x 77 cm | 30142 |  
6. Sideboard GOLDEN EYE, a golden treasure for the living room! Matt golden fronts  
with three-dimensional ovals in the wood look of the Sixties, 75 x 141 x 47 cm | 83135 |  
7. Table lamp MUSHROOM, refines every ambience, even for non-mushroom fans, 44 x 50 x 50 | 60198 |
8. Stool CHERRY, in our opinion a Cherry stool in every room makes life more colourful and shoes easier to put on, 42 x 35 x 35 | 82700 | 
9. Deco figure MONKEY, also available in other sizes, 76 x 60 x 55 | 61445 | 
10. Deco object MANO, an oversized hand in golden colouring, 35 x 23 x 12 | 30201 | 

1.

4.
5.

6.
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CHERRY
ON THE CAKE

THE



It's a real shooting star. Our velvet stool 'Cherry' has conquered all interior design hearts at the  
speed of light. No wonder! As a real all-rounder it's a seat, a side table and a stylish eye-catcher at one 
and the same time. It also fits into a room of any size as a light-footed furnishing accessory, and with  

its luxurious appearance is also affordable for every budget,  

VELVET STOOL CHERRY

shanice.mss

4 hours ago

1455 Likes

Show all comments (57)

#cherry #pouf #mykarestyle

#karedeutschland

kare_design

3 days ago5384 Likes

Show all comments (125)

#cherry #interior #mykarestyle

#bestfreind

lillypanic

4 hours ago
1297 Likes

Show all comments (36)

#cherry #interior #mykarestyle
#itsagirl #karedesign
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NECESSIT IES!
THE BARE

K A R E  I N S I D E

NATURAL 
MATERIALS 

Fur, wood and cotton offer  
cosiness and an invitation to 
cuddle. In our opinion you can 
never have enough blankets,  

pillows and carpets! 
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INDIRECT  
LIGHT 

Lamps that provide cosy light generate a feeling  
of comfort on cold days. We love glare-free light  
that illuminates all corners.

WINTER  
ACCESSORIES 

A polar bear as a side table,  
a tortoise under the Christmas 
tree... even the cold season  
should be fun. And we love witty, 

eye-catching accessories. 

TONE-IN-TONE  
DECORATION 

Different shades of cream combined 
with each other provide brightness 

in the dark season. 

WARM COLOURS 

For that cosy autumn look we use nature and combine 
warm wood with beige, green and golden accents.  

Twigs and branches bring freshness into the house. 
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TAST ES BET TER
AT HOME

EVERYTHING



Table ROOTS, a table top in solid acacia with a flamboyant powder-coated steel base in an artistic form.  
Seats around eight people, other sizes and colours available, 77 x 220 x 100 cm | 83161 |     
Chair MODE, you won't want to get up again! Our favourite upholstered chair with soft cover and solid wooden legs,  
available in several colours with or without armrests, e.g., 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 83208 | 
Pendant lamp STONES, an installation of light, metal and stone. It looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 |  
Sideboard TOMAHAWK, a gem made of mango wood in the ethnic style in a warm colouring, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 83370 | 
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame made of brass-coloured steel.  
Available in other versions, Ø 100 cm | 82718 |
Carpet ABSTRACT, an expressionist work of art for the floor... or why not for the wall? 170 x 240 cm | 61333 | 
Table lamp MUSHROOM, wit and style merge in this table lamp to form an original and nevertheless timeless design  
with clearly defined lines, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60199 | 
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Table RUSTICO, dining table with a striking, rustic look and structured top of recycled wood.  
With safety glass top. A perfect combination of modern, clean lines, chrome details and natural charm.  
Offers space for up to eight people, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 82849 |  
Dresser HUTCH, four hide-covered doors in mini-drawer design, 105 x 65 x 40 cm | 82851 | 
Swivel chair DIALOG, a stylish and comfortable swivel chair with stainless steel frame,  
seat cushion and easy-care cover, 87 x 55 x 55 cm | 76439 | 
Carpet COMP CREAM, a striking eye-catcher, composed of many honeycomb  
mosaics of light-coloured hide, 170 x 240 cm | 60598 | 

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE
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Table DOWNTOWN, a dining table in a reduced design with clean-lined, straightforward styling. Table top in oiled oak with 
light grain. Matching bench and other sizes available, 77 x 220 x 100 cm | 80759 |  
Pendant lamp CLOUDS CLEAR, a work of art made of individual glass medallions on a steel frame for pleasant light.  
A feast for the eyes even when not illuminated, 61 x 103 x 27 cm | 60669 | 
Chair MARA, a modern upholstered chair in a reduced design idiom with high seating comfort. The slightly structured cover 
is great to the touch. Timeless and easy to combine, 100 x 47 x 56 cm | 82614 |  
Dresser SHANTI, this magnificent and mystical-looking chest of drawers made of mango wood is like a richly decorated wall 
of imaginatively carved motifs and ornaments. Each piece is truly unique and tells its own story of the centuries-old craft of 
woodcarving in India, 90 x 90 x 40 cm | 82797 |  
Picture HAPPY PLACE, art print in a frame that makes you feel good and shows where your favourite place is, 50 x 38 cm 
| 60381 | 
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Table DULD RANGE, a table for everyone and everything. Large dimensions for large projects - be it a dinner with friends or handicrafts with the kids - 
the Duld Range brings creativity to your home. A harmonious mix of styles, each table leg is shaped differently, 76 x 220 x 100 cm | 79214 | 
Chair MODE, with or without armrests, Mode cuts a stylish figure in different colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82470 |  
Carpet SPIKE, hides decorated with lustre together form a herringbone pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |  

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE



Cupboard SHANTI, a gem with history, with beautiful handmade carvings  
each piece is unique, 180 x 85 x 45 cm | 82796 |    
Pendant lamp STONES, an installation of light, metal and stone. It looks filigree in spite of its size,  
60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 | 
Chair STAY, a comfortable upholstered chair with a velvety-soft cover made of polyester velvet  
and decorative upholstered buttons, 95  x 56 x 71 cm | 82581 |   
Crockery series CRACKLE VIVIDO, many variants available | 
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BRASS 
WOOD

MEETS

"Inlays are created 
by combining various 

materials, such as wood and 
brushed brass, in a decorative 

pattern to form a surface. 
This technique was already popular 

in the ancient world and decorated floors, 
walls and pieces of furniture. 
Today we can enjoy table tops  

and furniture fronts in the  
elaborate technology."

 Diana Chivu 
  interior consultant,  

KARE Bucharest 

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE
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1. Sideboard CIRCULO, doors with push-to-open function, fronts with glossy decorations in antique look, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 83836 |   
2. Dresser ILLUSION, fronts with elaborate inlays made of wood and brass, 100 x 60 x 40 cm | 83826 | 
3. Wall decoration GINKO, with a hook on the back, transforms any room into a Japanese Zen garden, 44 x 50 cm | 61508 |
4. Table ILLUSION, top with elaborate inlays of wood and striking accents of brushed brass, 76 x 200 x 95 cm | 83828 | 
5. Armchair THELMA, this is what elegant cosiness looks like. The decorative seams running across the seat and the back  
and the folds of the cover make this upholstered chair an attractive seating option, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 | 
6. Chair CHEERIO, in a material mix with steel legs, suitable for modern and wooden tables, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83643 |  
7. Deco figure PARROT, brings tropical flair and isn't simply copy-catting others, 116 cm | 61630 | 
8. Deco object BIRDS IN LOG, an attractive artistic object in a material mix, 36 x 36 x 10 | 61490 |  
9. Table BOULEVARD, with a hardened glass top and artistic frame with matt brass surface, 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 83907 | 

3.
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Table AUTHENTICO, Those who appreciate a clear design idiom will love the furniture of the Authentico series.  
It makes an impact with clean-lined styling, the consistent reduction of unnecessary details and premium-quality natural materials.  
With its distinctive silhouette it harmonises with almost all living styles.  
Other sizes and articles available in the Authentico series, 75 x 180 x 90 cm | 74493 |  
Armchair LADY, a high-quality upholstered chair with velvet cover, available in various colours. Mix and match! 82 x 62 x 60 cm | 83411 |   
Pendant lamp PARECCHI, five lampshades in different shapes and colours set lively accents. The berry tones of the classically shaped 
lampshades are harmoniously matched. Dazzle-free light fills the room with cosy warmth, 178 x 107 x 30 cm | 60688 |    
Carpet KELIM, in the vintage look, many colours and sizes available, 170 x 240 cm | 39972 |    
Picture FLAMINGO, a cheerful art print on canvas with hand-painted touches, 120 x 90 cm | 60444 | 
Shelf unit AUTHENTICO ZICK ZACK, also cuts a good figure as a room divider, available in other sizes, 150 x 60 x 30 cm | 74771 | 
Standard lamp FLEXIBLE, a playful floor lamp in berry colours, 163 x 40 x 63 cm | 60642 | 

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE
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Table BROOKLYN WALNUT, a solid wooden table with gentle curves, painted in walnut colours and featuring high quality workmanship. Different colours and sizes 
available, e.g. as shown, 76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81266 |     Bench BROOKLYN WALNUT, other sizes available, 45 x 160 x 40 cm | 81268 |     
Cabinet BROOKLYN WALNUT, a cabinet with a glass door from the popular series, with one drawer, 180 x 65 x 40 cm | 81283 |     
Armchair MODE, you won't want to get up again! Our favourite upholstered chair with a soft cover and solid wooden legs.  
Available in several beautiful colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82469 |     Chair CANDY WORLD, 84 x 49 x 53 cm | 82748 | 

Armchair LADY, 82 x 62 x 60 cm | 83409 |   Armchair LADY, 82 x 62 x 60 cm | 83410 |   Carpet KELIM ORNAMENT, 170 x 240 cm | 61328 |   

Chair COSTA WALNUT, 71 x 52 x 51 cm | 78581 |   Armchair MONACO, 72 x 58 x 47 cm | 81837 |   Armchair LOUNGE, 77 x 60 x 54 cm | 82227 | 
Chair MODE, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 83210 | 
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Table BUG, a lovingly crafted table with a silky surface. In an elaborate process the recycled wood is given just the right polish.  
Hammered steel legs provide rustic elegance - a real joy for life. Available in other sizes and a three-metre version for large gatherings, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 82557 |     
Armchair MODE, you won't want to get up again! Our favourite upholstered chair with a soft cover and solid wooden legs.  
Available in several beautiful colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82468 |    
Cupboard FLEUR, storage space or Impressionist painting? Cabinet with floral print in romantic colours, 140 x 76 x 30 cm | 82780 |     
Pendant lamp BEAM BRASS, brass rays provide an eye-catcher in the dining and living area, Ø 72 cm | 60121 |     
Mirror SHADOW SOFT, flattering mirror with painted steel frame, various sizes available, e.g., z.B. 90 x 60 cm | 82857 |   

Chair DANCE, for everyone who likes to sit at the table  
for a while we have designed a really comfortable chair.  
Comes with or without armrests, 91 x 68 x 48 cm | 83695 |   
Armchair DANCE, 92 x 67 x 59 cm | 83696 |  

Chair SOLO, with pink velvet cover, 87 x 46 x 53 cm | 83108 |   
Table SCHICKERIA, a miracle of space with small dimensions,  
72 x ø 80 cm | 83183 |   
Chair GRID, iconic furniture design in the modern industrial look,  
86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 |   
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Extending table AMSTERDAM, the pull-out function adds another 80cm in length and then offers space for up to ten people! Surface made of laminated safety 
glass with an elaborate ceramic coating, for a unique feel in a mottled grey look, 76 x 160/240 x 90 cm | 82725 |    
Armchair THINK TANK, a modern chair with cover in a salt-and-pepper pattern, 85 x 65 x 55 cm | 80674 |  
Swivel chair FOXY, a dream of a chair - comfortable thanks to soft upholstery and a high-quality leather look cover, 88 x 65 x 65 cm | 79973 |     
Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, height adjustable, with seven light sources. Particularly beautiful with vintage-look light bulbs, 116 x 115 x 35 cm | 60166 |  

Armchair CHEERIO, in a mix of materials, including cushions,  
75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83078 |    
Armchair THELMA, comfortable seat with conical legs,  
82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |  

Extending table AMSTERDAM, made of laminated safety glass  
with elaborate ceramic coating in white, for up to ten people,  
76 x 160/240 x 90 cm | 83842 |   
Chair WIRE BLACK, a reduced seat with light upholstery provides  
comfort on a modern frame, 86 x 48 x 51 cm | 82744 |  

"Those who often 

entertain guests want 

to be flexible: we find 

extendable tables ideal for ac-

commodating up to 4 more people 

in comfort. We make no compromises 

when it comes to design, and use 

the highest quality materials for 

a look and feel that will be 

the talk of the town."

 Luz Dayana Roman 
 furnishing expert, 
 KARE Santa Cruz 

EXTENDABLE



Table RAILWAY, the living, solidly furrowed tabletop consists of recycled wooden planks,  
while the steel frame is made in the fashion of restored railway tracks. Impregnated and waxed, 76 x 210 x 100 cm | 75216 | 
Bench TRACTOR, a rustic bench on wheels, three seats with leather cover, 45 x 170 x 35 cm | 80208 |  
Cantilever chair RIFFLE BUFFALO, a rustic chair with armrests, made of buffalo leather with steel frame.  
Decorative transverse quilting and high-quality upholstery, 85 x 55 x 61 cm | 77640 | 

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE
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1. Deco object SAWFISH, decorative object made of toxic-free synthetic resin, 86 x 14 x 14 cm | 61627 |   
2. Mirror LEGNO, a sunny look with rays made of small wooden rods and branches, ø 82 cm | 83248 |  
3. Cabinet KONTOR, a casual mix of materials and styles, featuring a lacquered steel frame with artificial signs  
of wear and doors with rungs of fir wood and glass, 187 x 97 x 39 cm | 81047 |  
4. Clock VILLAGE, in the industrial style, Ø 121 cm | 60435 |   
5. Carpet CAMOUFLAGE, with a camouflage pattern of flecked hide. But don't worry, it's highly visible on the floor despite its camouflaged look, 170 x 240 cm | 61537 |  
6. Standard lamp ROCKY, an industrial-style lamp with grille and wooden stand, 175 x 37 x 55 cm | 36593 |     
7. Armchair THINK TANK, a comfortable seat with easy-care surface in cognac colour, 85 x 65 x 55 | 83640 |  
8. Muesli bowl CRACKLE, fabulous tableware with glaze in holiday colours, many items available | 36226 |  
9. Bench GYM, based on popular sports equipment, made of high-quality aniline leather with steel handles and runners, 60 x 153 x 33 cm | 79526 | 
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Table BLACK NATURE WALNUT, with a top created from a tree trunk, with a walnut-coloured finish, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83171 |    
Chair MORITZ, upholstered chair, available in various colours, 89 x 49 x 54 cm | 83412, 3 |  
Carpet MACHU PICCHU, a fluffy carpet with wool in natural colours, 170 x 240 cm | 61013 |
Pendant lamp CONCRETE DINING, a perfect combination of natural materials and concrete.  
The height can be adjusted by wrapping the cord around the bar, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 | 
Sideboard RODEO, a creative sideboard with various drawers: with carvings, covered with hide and with rustic grain,  80 x 115 x 40 cm | 78335 | 
Clock EUROPEAN MAP, doesn't just keep time but is also an eye-catcher in antique design, 96 x 77 x 8 cm | 32767 | 

"Tables with a top 

made from a tree 

trunk, i.e. a longitudinal 

disc from a naturally grown 

tree as a surface, are in 

enormous demand. 

With their unique shape, natural 

edge, knotholes and elegant 

grain, each table 

is unique."

 Roxana Prat 
 interior designer, 

KARE Lima 

DINING ROOM // TABLES, CHAIRS & MORE
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Chair EAST SIDE, glamorous seating for modern rooms,  
83 x 48 x 57 cm | 82734 |   
Armchair SAN FRANCISCO, you could also refer to it as an 'easy chair',  
because thanks to its continuous backrest and the cuddly upholstery  
it's at least as comfortable, 82 x 59 x 61 cm | 83314 | 

Table PURE NATURE, a tree table with a top shaped by nature. Each piece  
is a natural masterpiece - available in a range of sizes and variations,  
77 x 195 x 100 cm | 78993 | 

Armchair CHELSEA, sitting on Cloud 9! As comfortable as a pillow,  
with cushions in green and grey, 88 x 63 x 65 cm | 83544 |  
Chair CHELSEA, 88 x 49 x 65 cm | 83545 |  

Armchair PRINCE, Baroque'n'Roll for the dining table! Regal and comfortable 
with button stitching, 98 x 53 x 60 cm | 82606 |  
Chair MONTMARTRE, elaborate diamond quilting adorns the soft seat and 
backrest, 87 x 46 x 57 cm | 82105 | 

Table OSAKA, Japanese Zen meets modern styling.  
With matt-finished brass base and robust top made of ash veneer,  
76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83879 |  
Chair MODE, a comfortable classic with a soft velvet cover,  
87 x 60 x 70 cm | 83208 | 

Chair MORITZ, a soft upholstered chair in radiantly shimmering colours,  
89 x 49 x 54 cm | 83413 |   
Chair URBAN DESIRE, a cognac-coloured chair that adds elegance  
to a modern ambience - or vice versa, 90 x 52 x 60 cm | 83843 |  
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Table PURO PLAIN, a popular table made of light solid wood with elaborate carvings  
on the drawers and edge, other sizes available, 76 x 160 x 80 cm | 81937 | 
Bench PURO, matching bench, available in widths of 140 or 160 cm, 45 x 160 x 40 cm | 81933 | 
Cupboard DISK YELLOW, the contemporary version of the traditional Chinese wedding cabinet  
in a trendy colour scheme, base and details made of brass-coloured metal, 180 x 120 x 55 cm | 82772 | 
Pendant lamp PARECCHI BERRY, the KARE classic with different lampshades  
in trendy blush and berry tones, 178 x 107 x 30 cm | 60688 | 
Chair SPAGHETTI, the outdoor chair also cuts a good figure inside. For that year-round sunshine feeling, 87 x 73 x 82 cm | 80740 | 
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1. Upholstered bench BUTTONS, made of easy-care artificial leather, seats up to four persons, 92 x 162 x 55 cm | 77632 |  
2. Pendant lamp DINING CONCRETE, a perfect combination of natural materials and concrete.  
The height can be adjusted by wrapping the cord around the bar, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 | 
3. Table FINCA, a carved surface in various natural colours, other sizes available, 77 x 180 x 90 cm | 79485 |  
4. Chair BARBER, an industrial style chair with steel frame and imitation leather cover, 80 x 45 x 51 cm | 82752 |  
5. Vase LEAF, made of coloured glass, 22 cm | 61716 |  
6. Table lamp ANIMAL, a friendly animal which also radiates light, 56 x 22 x 22 cm | 61601 |   
7. Chair KO LANTA, a light rattan chair with a filigree, wrought-iron frame, 86 x 45 x 55 | 79961 |  
8. Muesli bowl DOTTY RIM,  | 61884 | 
9. Bench COUNTRY LIFE, a bench with comfortable upholstery and a unique goatskin cover.  
For a touch of the wild, even in a modern ambience, 47 x 140 x 35 cm | 80204 | 
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K A R E  I N S I D E

Table KALIF, the seemingly floating table top made of safety glass opens the view to an antique and richly decorated door.  
Each piece is unique, 78 x 200 x 90 cm | 81662 |  

Bench MODE, an upholstered bench with velvet cover, available in other colours and as a chair, 88 x 164 x 62 cm | 83020 |  
Chair MODE, with or without armrests, Mode cuts a stylish figure in different colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82468 |  

Carpet HIEROGYPHICS, made of cowhide with patterns in trendy mudcloth look, 170 x 240 cm | 60595 |  
Shelf unit STORM, an extraordinary industrial-style shelf unit, which plays with natural materials.  

With diagonally arranged partitions of solid pine wood, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82059 |  
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Series Kalif:

A wonderful unique piece from the Orient, also available as a coffee table.
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India is a magical place that inspires creative people over and over again. 
The country's legendary colours, magnificent architecture and traditional 
craftsmanship have inspired our design team to create unique furniture.
In ancient temples in the north-eastern state of Gujarat on the Arabian Sea we 
discovered beautiful, traditional coffered doors with elaborate carvings. 

India has long guarded the originals as a cultural treasure. In cooperation with 
a local manufacturer we now produce table tops which are modelled on the 
historical doors, the aesthetics of the carvings and the atmosphere of mystical 
temples. With Kalif you will be purchasing for your home a handcrafted master-
piece made of recycled wood, on which craftsmen have worked for up to 20 days.
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Carpet COMP CREAM, a soft artistic carpet made of honeycomb-shaped pieces of hide,  
170 x 240 cm | 60598 |  

GORGEOUS
CARPETS
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BOHO
LIVING

K A R E  I N S I D E

EXOTIC  
SOUVENIRS 

Holiday souvenirs, feathers,  
gramophone records - everything 
that adds the flair of faraway  
countries fits well into every  

Bohemian room. 

Living as if in a Seventies movie is 'en vogue'. We show you how everyone  
can easily achieve the bohemian hippie look at home.
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THE VINTAGE LOOK 

A leather sofa with a history,  
a carpet from the Orient...  
pieces with a past form the basis  

for the modern hippie look. 

GOLDEN  
TOUCHES 

Small treasures,  
jewellery and accessories 

provide an exclusive touch. 

ART 

Whether sculptures or paintings, 
anything goes here. Art from all 
epochs, often in large dimensions, 
is a good match for the Boho style. 

MATERIALS 

Knitted floor cushions,  
velvet decorative cushions, hide -  
it's the mix of materials that  

makes the difference! 



B E D R O O M

DREAMS

Bed DESIRE, luxurious upholstered bed, refined with elaborate, all-round button stitching. Cover made of fine, discreetly shining velvet,  
available in many colours and sizes, e.g. with reclining surface 160 x 200 cm, 100 x 177 x 228 cm | 83432 |  

SWEET



1. Table lamp CITY NIGHTS, extraordinary eye-catcher in the distinctive Seventies style, 70 x 27 x 27 cm | 61949 |   
2. Bench WING, a compact all-rounder, many versions available, 54 x 100 x 30 cm | 83984 |    
3. Tall dresser LUXURY GOLD, for large and small treasures, also ideal as a linen cupboard, 110 x 49 x 41 cm | 83893 |     
4. Carpet GRASSHOPPER, with wool content and a diamond pattern in soft green tones, 170 x 240 cm | 61813 |    
5. Chaise longue JULIETTA, great for relaxing with a chic, grey velvet cover, 92 x 184 x 77 cm | 83591 |    
6. Stool BOLD, exclusive, high-quality stool with Art Déco inspiration, 49 x ø 48 cm | 83137 |       
7. Table lamp MUSHROOM, wit and style merge in this table lamp to create an original yet timeless design with clear lines, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60199 |     
8. Bench MOTLEY, soft upholstered bench for the bedroom, corridor etc. 120 x 190 cm, 61 x 110 x 40 cm | 83294 |   
9. Sofa bed TEXAS, with spring core padding, reclining surface 120 x 190 cm, 88 x 223 x 94 cm | 83172 |   

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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8.

7.

Sofa bed TEXAS

9.
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BEDROOM // BEDS, STORAGE FURNITURE & MORE

Bed PURO, charming with artfully hand-carved ornaments in the ethnic style,  
e.g. reclining area, 76 x 169 x 218 cm | 81955 |     
Cupboard PURO, made of solid wood with lovingly created carvings  
and storage compartments, 190 x 100 x 58 cm | 81987 |   
Standard lamp SCULTRA, a modern lamp with natural charm thanks  
to its naturally grown acacia wood base, 175 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |     

Console table BASTIDON, bedside table made of recycled wood with small drawers and lovingly crafted details, 75 x 40 x 35 cm | 83489 |     
Bed LATINO, in cubic design, made of solid sheesham wood with natural grain, 75 x 188 x 219 cm | 75276 |   
Table lamp ANIMAL, a romantic light source with a pale pink lampshade, 68 x 23 x 23 cm | 61599 | 

"We need a six- to eight-

hour sleep at night to be 

rested and fit. 

Optimum sleeping conditions are an 

important factor for our body's health 

and well-being. To make sure that you 

spend this time in the ideal bed for you, 

we'll be happy to help you find the perfect 

combination of frame, slatted frame 

and mattress. 

Or would you prefer a box spring 

bed? Together we'll find out 

what suits you best."

Susanne Knacke 
interior designer,  

KARE Munich 

SHOP
ONLINE
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Dresser small PURO, a gem with carved fronts in the ethnic style with various knobs, 46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 |     
Sofa bed LIZZY, you don't even notice its function: sofa in the mid-century style with light green woven fabric cover.  
Individually folding backrests turn it into a comfortable bed in no time at all, 86 x 223 x 86 cm | 83602 | 
Dresser small DAVOS, romantic bedside furniture with ornamental carvings, 52 x 49 x 36 cm | 83755 | 

Bed CITY SPIRIT, ready for your beauty sleep? A romantic bed with baroque design and fine linen and cotton cover for a luxurious sleep.  
Button-stitched all around, different versions available, e.g. as shown (reclining area 180 x 200), 153 x 212 x 221 cm | 78604 |     
Cupboard SHANTI, with imaginatively carved motifs and ornaments, each piece is really unique, 180 x 85 x 45 cm | 79764 | 
Carpet ARABIAN FLOWER, composed of many small, soft wool balls in earth tones, 170 x 240 cm | 38750 |  

Sofa bed LIZZY
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BEDROOM // BEDS, STORAGE FURNITURE & MORE

Bed DESIRE, luxurious upholstered bed with elaborate, all-round button stitching. Cover made of fine, discreetly shining velvet,  
available in other colours and sizes, e.g. reclining area 160 x200 cm, 100 x 177 x 228 cm | 80635 |    
Dresser MOONSCAPE, fronts made of antique-style mirror glass for a mystical, glamorous look, 60 x 60 x 40 cm | 81566 |  
Table lamp TRUMPET, striking and original with a base like a trumpet, 61 x 15 x 15 cm | 39993 |    

Dresser RIVET, coolly opulent with mirrored surfaces and handle in lion's head shape, 61 x 50 x 35 cm | 81421 |     
Boxspring bed SILVANA, sleep as if in a hotel - a velvety surface, other colours and sizes available,  
e.g. as shown with reclining area 160 x 200, 101 x 164 x 210 cm | 22528 |  
Table lamp TRUMPET, with base in the wind instrument look, 77 x 50 x 50 cm | 61087 | 
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Dresser MODERN NATURE, an exciting combination of tempered glass and a drawer made of recycled wood, 41 x 52  x 44 cm | 83860 |     
Table lamp ANIMAL MONKEY, the golden primate wraps itself in a blue lampshade, and together they provide dazzle-free light, 56 x 23 x 23 cm | 61602 |     
Console table LUXURY, mirrored all around for optimal use of space, 77 x 100 x 40 cm | 82233 | 
Room divider PALMS, ensures discretion and yet attracts all eyes: screen with glass surfaces and distinctive summery design, 180 x 120 cm | 83746 | 

Cupboard BROOKLYN WALNUT, clearly defined shapes, rounded corners and dark colouring ensure a modern and contemporary style,  
194 x 100 x 58 cm | 81965 |    Bed BROOKLYN WALNUT, a wooden bed with tapering legs made of solid wood in a dark walnut colour.  
Various sizes available, e.g. reclinign area 160 x 180 cm, 92 x 166 x 213 cm | 81966 |    Dresser BROOKLYN WALNUT, perfect for next to the bed,  
with drawer and dark grain, 40 x 50 x 30 cm | 81263 |    Mirror SUNFLOWER, sun-shaped mirror with facet cut, ø 120 cm | 79184 |  
Carpet BRICK, sections of cowhide in shades of green with metallic colouring create a modern work of art for the floor, 170 x 240 cm | 30003 | 
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A C C E S S O R I E S

Amethyst, emerald, gold topaz or rose quartz - the glamorous colours of precious stones give every interior 
an incomparable atmosphere. We open our jewellery box - and set our furnishing jewels in precious gold.

1. Pendant lamp CHIPS, with elaborately worked discs of agate, ø 61 cm | 60126 | 
2. Mirror REVIVAL BERRY, in luxurious purple, 90 x 60 cm | 83260 | 
3. Dresser SUITCASE, a tower of velvet drawers, 84 x 52 x 31 cm | 83128 |  
4. Stool CHERRY, different colours and dimensions available, e.g. 42 x ø 35 cm |  
5. Sofa VEGAS FOREVER, emerald velvet cover and feet in gold, 92 x 229 x 93 cm | 83531 |  
6. Vases BARFLY, with a gold-coloured edge, can be combined beautifully  
7. Stool FRANZI, a quick style upgrade for the home, 40 x 37 x 37 | 83331 |   
8. Sofa RIMINI, with graceful proportions and a sage-coloured cover, 76 x 160 x 86 cm | 83318 |  

FURNISHING J EWELS
IN GEMSTONE COLOURS

1. 4.

5.

6.

3.
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1. Sofa MONACO, with filigree hairpin legs, 78 x 160 x 85 cm | 83319 |   
2. Coffee table TESORO, enchantingly elegant, with a top of real agate gemstone, 40 x 80 x 80 cm | 82845 |   
3. Stool CHERRY, different colours and sizes available, e.g. 42 x ø 35 cm | 
4. Mirror MURANO, the sun has made itself pretty - with gemstones in shimmering colours, ø 70 cm | 83290 |  
5. Vase ART PASTELL LILA, a diamond-shaped gem for flowers, or simply on its own, 26 x 21 x 21 cm | 39513 |   
6. Table lamp JUPITER, warm tinted coloured glass with clean technical lines, 54 x 35 x 30 cm | 61397 |   
7. Armchair PROUD, timeless elegance with a spacious seat in royal blue velvet, 81 x 98 x 86 | 82069 | 
8. Deco figure REVOLUTION, a symbolic object for the sideboard or bookshelf, 43 x 58 x 19 cm | 60807 |    
9. Coffee table RIMINI, a sophisticated, distinctive focal point for the living room, 36 x ø 60 cm | 83320 |
10. Armchair PURPLE RAIN, dainty seating in amathyst, 75 x 82 x 71 cm | 82761 |  
11. Table lamp PIPE, an unusual lamp with the character of a decorative object, 80 x 30 x 30 cm | 61296 |  
12. Cushion BUG, with a classy scarab motive, 45 x 45 cm | 61376 | 
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NEON
UNDERGROUND

Our fashion icons 
in a different light: 

Clear the stage for our 
statement pieces!



Sideboard GOLDEN EYE, a gleaming treasure for the living room!  
Matt golden fronts with three-dimensional ovals in wood look with Sixties styling,  
75 x 141 x 47 cm | 83135 |    
 
Armchair PERUGIA, an elegant silhouette in Twenties style,  
with elaborate pleating technique, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |   
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Armchair BOLD, an armchair like an evening dress:  
elegant, flattering and timeless, 96 x 67 x 78 cm | 83136 |    
 
Stool BOLD, matching stool, also looks great on its own, 
48 x 48 x 48 cm | 83137 |   
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clockwise:
Armchair EL CAPITAN, as comfortable as a wingback chair, but so much lighter, more dynamic and more stylish! 96 x 100 x 88 cm | 83089 |     
Armchair KIMONO, the finest home couture: a narrow, gold-coloured frame  
and a cover that shimmers like a Japanese silk kimono, 74 x 64 x 64 cm | 82672 |      
Serving trolley CLASSY, for the home bar, flower vases or other pieces,  
which can be shown to advantage on a mirrored surface, 64 x 50 x 33 cm | 81428 |  
Table lamp BALLOONS, this reflecting object does the job of a modern work of art during the day,  
and in the evening the lamp radiates indirect light, 68 x 36 x 36 cm | 61159 | 
Side table TERRAZZO, cube-shaped side tables with a concrete top on a steel frame, 46 x 92 x 92 cm | 83380 | 
  



Side table PIANO, how ingenious: a twelve-cornered cube!  
With magic pattern in black and white! And handcrafted inlays!  
The unconventional shape and the modern graphic look  
make it a sought-after interior decoration star, 45 x 60 x 60 cm | 83381 | 
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SELECT
Start the app on your smartphone or tablet and choose  
your favourite 3D items from our many design highlights.

TRY
See directly on your screen what the article of furniture will 
look like in your home and how it fits into your interior.  
Find out which piece you like best in a matter of seconds.

ORDER
Order your new favourite furniture directly via the app,  
or share your design with friends.

ENJOY
Job done - your new highlight is here and fits perfectly into 
your home. And it's all so convenient and uncomplicated!

THE KARE ROOM DESIGNER APP IS NOW AVAILABLE

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Get out your smartphone and let your creativity run wild.  
Download the app now free of charge from the App Store and  
get to know a new dimension of furnishing fun - with the  
KARE Room Designer app.

1

2

4

3
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K A R E  H O M E  S T O R Y

Riccardo Simonetti
is fully satisfied with 
KARE's furnishing 
consultancy service

P
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"My outfits are always out-of-the-ordinary," says the 25-year-old, 
who lived in Munich for a long time. "I'd like to transfer that to  
my furnishing style." The fact that he chose articles of furniture  
from KARE to make his Berlin home a living space to match his 
personality is mainly due to their unmistakable character: "The  
furniture created by KARE looks just like my clothes: colourful,  
imaginative, unconventional, never boring and just a little crazy."  
His aim is for his apartment to create a movie-like setting and for 
every small corner  to make an impact.

Riccardo is tackling the fascinating world of furnishing with  
the support of our interior designer Flavia. In order to express his 
own wealth of different facets, the irregularity of natural beauty and 
the clean lines of steel create a striking contrast at the dining table, 
for example. Here the solid acacia wood creates originality and a 
natural atmosphere, which is offset by the modern form of the steel 
base. Colourful retro chairs create a break with the conventional. 

A clean interior in black and white simply wouldn't be his style.  
"I think that kind of design is nice, but I'm just too chaotic. And that 
should also be reflected in my furniture!" The gaze then inevitably 
falls on the couch, whose grey is the last thing you would expect in 
the colour scheme of a cheerfully chaotic character, but which - with 

its spacious loft character - enhances the room with just the right 
amount of eccentricity.  

"I've been living out of a suitcase for years," he says as he  
swings lightly into the mustard-yellow armchair in the corner of the 
living room. "That's why it's so important for me to create a haven 
of peace during the few days I'm home." Flanked by the gold and  
silver-coloured vinyl discs of his pop icons which Riccardo has 
mounted on the walls, the sophisticated Vegas armchair with its  
elegant appearance invites you to relax. The brass-coloured  
steel feet and the velvety gold of the fabric transport you to the  
glamorous Hollywood of the 1950s and 60s. As a complemen-
tary colour to the deep blue walls, the armchair rises from the  
seclusion of a corner existence and develops an attractive  
luminosity that is just right for those who like to reach for the  
stars and sometimes wonder what it would be like to live in  
Hollywood. The fact that Riccardo loves the spotlight is also  
reflected here: with a mixture of industrial charm and a film stu-
dio, the Metropolis standard lamp showcases armchairs and their  
occupants as if in a Tarantino movie. "I want my apartment to look  
as if it were a film set and make all its corners appear  
telegenic,"emphasises Riccardo, as he discusses the look with  
our furnishing expert.

HE'S AN UNCONVENTIONAL BIRD OF PARADISE WHO IS GAINING AN EVER-GROWING CROWD  
OF FANS AND FOLLOWERS THANKS TO HIS FLASHY OUTFITS AND OFFBEAT PERFORMANCES. WITH  

HIS BLOG "THE FABULOUS LIFE OF RICCI", IN WHICH HE ENTERTAININGLY AND HONESTLY DOCUMENTS 
HIS REVERIES AND EXPERIENCES, RICCARDO SIMONETTI IS NOW ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 

MALE BLOGGERS IN GERMANY. BUT THE "HOPELESS DREAMER", AS HE DESCRIBES HIMSELF, IS FAR 
MORE THAN JUST A BLOGGER AND WEAVER OF PHANTASIES: HE'S AN AUTHOR, MODEL, ACTOR,  

PRESENTER - AND NOW ALSO A COMMITTED INTERIOR DESIGN ENTHUSIAST. WITH THE AID OF KARE, 
IN HIS BERLIN HOME RICCARDO HAS DEDICATED HIMSELF TO WHAT HE MOST ENJOYS DOING:  

AS HE HIMSELF DESCRIBES IT, BUILDING HIS DREAM WORLD.  
AT HOME WITH RICCARDO SIMONETTI.

COLOURFUL
CHARACTER

A
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"Don't leave any corners unfurn- 
ished" is the motto of the experts, 
but the right brilliant idea is often 
not easy to achieve without profes-
sional support. An empty corner 
creates a feeling of incompleteness 
and discomfort. And who wants 
to feel uncomfortable at home, 
surrounded by bare walls with the 
charm of a cold cathedral, when 
you can just as easily conjure up  
a cosy, stylish temple in the cor-
ners of your home? That's when we  
talk about a "cosy corner" - or  
perhaps "crazy corner", if you're 
planning for a flamboyant dreamer 
like Riccardo.

This colourful character finds his 
starring role in front of tropical wall-
paper: in the jungle design of the 
Jungle Fever swivel chair moder-
nity and functionality meet colour-
fulness and imagination. Wallpaper 
and room merge with a large indoor 
plant to create a virtuoso living en-
vironment. Wearing military boots, 
cargo pants and a bomber jacket, 
the fashion blogger jumps into the 
set and escapes into the world he 
prefers to dream of: the glamorous 
life of a film star. 

And now things really get ga-
rish. After the Jesus image, pop 
icons and jungle fever we turn the  
corner and all of a sudden we encounter one thing above all: pink.  
From pale rosé to Barbie pink, the walls of the narrow corridor  
accompany us like a promising foretaste on our way into the heart 
of his dream home. Shortly before the end of the corridor, as we are 
about to turn right into the room which is our destination, Riccardo 
stops - so abruptly that we almost run into each other like in a  

rear-end collision. "For me it's  
important to have little corners for 
selfies and photos everywhere," 
says the star blogger, whose fan 
community wants to be fed daily 
with the absorbing details of his 
everyday life. He perches among 
sequins and pearls on a lugga-
ge trolley which - with its golden  
accents - is reminiscent of the VIP 
service of a first-class hotel like 
the famous Chateau Marmont -  
a luxury hotel for stars and star-
lets in Los Angeles, where you 
might meet Hollywood stars like  
George Clooney in the bar. In  
Riccardo's ambience it looks  
perfectly at home, of course, but 
the Vegas luggage trolley will also 
set stylish accents in the domestic 
setting of a normal mortal's home, 
and has recently become a coveted 
interior darling of glamour-loving 
furnishing fans.

A couple of selfies later the door 
opens to the world in which  
Riccardo obviously feels most  
comfortable. Here you'll find eve-
rything his heart beats for. "This is 
where I pick out the props for the 
movie of my life in the morning!" 
Riccardo has brought to life the 
dream of a pop diva's dressing 
room, featuring a make-up table 
with illuminated mirror, a screen 

with an icon print and a pole-dance pole. Curtains, footstool 
and armchair gleam in red velvet, and there's a feather boa and 
a director's chair. We fly through the set of Moulin Rouge, follo-
wed by that of the Blue Angel in Berlin's Babelsberg of the 1920s 
and we capture the breathy kisses of Marilyn Monroe - a journey  
through the cinematic glamour of the 20th century. 

R I C C A R D O 
S I M O N E T T I

Born and raised in Bad Reichenhall, Riccardo Simonetti 

started his blog to express his enjoyment of fashion  

and unconventional outfits, but also to document  

his turbulentcareer as a model, actor, presenter,  

columnist and daydreamer.

"THE FURNITURE CREATED BY KARE LOOKS JUST LIKE MY 
CLOTHES: COLOURFUL, IMAGINATIVE, UNCONVENTIONAL, 

NEVER BORING AND JUST A LITTLE CRAZY."
RICCARDO SIMONETTI

K A R E  H O M E  S T O R Y
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Not a new person, but in this setting we now meet an exuberant 
Riccardo in an entirely different garb. His sequin-covered outfit 
sparkles and shines in competition with his own radiance as he 
poses by his pole-dance pole. As solid as a rock, the ruby red  
velvet stool holds the fort below him, while offering additional  
storage space for all kinds of props under its comfortably up- 
holstered lid. On one side of the room the matching chaise  
longue takes pride of place with elegance and grace. 
The 'Desire' upholstery range is a stylistic hit for the dressing 
room. Its gracefully curved elements and red velvet in timeless 
button stitching turn the charm of the boudoir into every 
woman's dream room. Here feminine elegance finds a 
quiet retreat for decadent dreams and offers inspiration 
from the age when the 'grande dame' was the epitome 
of style and grace. However, you don't have to be  
a duchess to bring this kind of charm into your  
home. And if you want to live the life of a style icon, 
it isn't absolutely necessary to have a separate dres-
sing room either. As eye-catchers next to the bed, velvet 
stools are a skilful statement in terms of savoir-vivre, and are  
wonderfully suitable as graceful receptacles for magazines, 
books and accessories.

With Riccardo Simonetti the KARE furnishing consultants, in line with Riccardo's wishes,  
placed great emphasis on individualism and created a furnishing showcase whose splendour  
and glamour is enhanced by a harmonious colour concept.

K A R E  H O M E  S T O R Y

"Furnishing 
Riccardo‘s apart-

ment was a really great 
experience! He has such  
a wealth of ideas, and his  

furnishings are such a good 
match for him! I'll also be 
happy to help you create 

your own furnishing 
dream!“

 Flavia Magaz Valsecchi 
 interior designer, 
KARE Kraftwerk 

Riccardo Simonetti  
in conversation with  
KARE CEO  
Jürgen Reiter



S T O R A G E

AND TIDY
ALL NEAT
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left-hand page:
Sideboard MUSKAT, looks like an heirloom, but is much more readily available, 75 x 145 x45 cm | 83366 |      
Table lamp MUSHROOM BRASS, indirect light for a harmonious atmosphere, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 |    
Clock CLIP, a giant timepiece, ø 107 cm | 60974 |  
right-hand page:
Armchair MUSIC HALL, softly upholstered with swivel function, 71 x 90 x 86 cm | 83094 |     
Sideboard GOLDEN EYE, an elegant shimmering front with decorative ovals, 75 x 141 x 47 cm | 83135 | 
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE

Standard lamp SCULTRA, naturally grown acacia wood forms the base of the lamp, with the elegant lampshade floating above it  
in a stylish creamy colour and providing pleasant, glare-free, atmospheric light, 175 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |  
Console table BASTIDON, with its numerous drawers for small treasures and the lacquered solid wood surface, every console  
is a unique piece. More about the production of the Bastidon series in the column "The story behind", 75 x 125 x 33 cm | 83338 |  
Mirror BASTIDON, a sunny greeting made of recycled solid wood, Ø 120 cm | 83337 | 
Armchair VICKY ECRU, in the cosy Scandinavian style, with a cover made of natural-coloured woven fabric, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 82685 |  
Carpet HIEROGLYPHICS, an ethnic-style carpet made of cowhide strips, with a pattern in the trendy mudcloth look, 170 x 240 cm | 60594 |  
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Console table ROOTS, combines elegance with natural charm. Root-shaped frame made of natural teak,
top made of 10mm thick glass. Every piece is unique, 75 x 150 x 40 cm | 81841 |   
Armchair VICKY, in the cosy Scandinavian style, with a cover made of modern grey velvet, 95 x 73 x 81 cm | 82608 |   
Table lamp MUSHROOM, a gold-coloured highlight in a perfect design,  
radiates stylish light and looks great during the day as well, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 | 
Console table BASTIDON, with mini drawers made of recycled wood, available in other sizes, 75 x 75 x 35 cm | 83488 | 



Shelf unit PURO ZICKZACK, from the popular series with carvings - serves as bookshelf,  
room divider or decorative storage unit, 115 x 50 x 30 cm | 81939 | 
Armchair SPAGHETTI, finest retro design with an artfully shaped seat shell  
made of natural nylon threads, 77 x 81 x 88 cm | 82903 | 
Standard lamp NATURE STRAIGHT, a unique specimen with driftwood column, 171 x 52 x 52 cm | 31763 | 

Shelf unit STORM, an extraordinary shelf from the "Elements" trend show, which plays with  
natural materials and creates a fascinating look. Body in painted steel, doors and shelving in solid pine,  
available with or without doors, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82059, 82060 | 

STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE
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Sideboard SHANTI, a gem with a history - handcrafted fronts that latch  
into one another like a puzzle, 90 x 160 x 42 cm | 79765 |  

Sideboard DULD RANGE, surprises with its creative individualism,  
handcrafted from recycled wood, 85 x 180 x 40 cm | 79217 | 

Dresser LINEA, made of solid wood with linear carvings and creative  
details, 90 x 70 x 30 cm | 83782 |    
Dresser SHANTI NATURE, imaginative and symbolic, a real gem in  
the Indian style, 90 x 90 x 40 cm | 82797 |   

Sideboard HUTCH, combines modern forms with rustic charm.  
Two doors and six drawers with cowhide appliqués provide storage space,  
each one is unique, 66 x 172 x 42 cm | 81925 |  

Sideboard RUSTICO, with a distinctive, authentic surface structure made  
of recycled wood. With two doors and three drawers on a chrome frame,  
75 x 160 x 40 cm | 82850 |     

Dresser FINCA, handcarved ornamentation, original wood grain and a coloured 
lacquer finish on the individual fronts, 90 x 70 x 30 cm | 79104 | 
Dresser ILLUSION, fronts with elaborate inlays of wood and brass ,  
100 x 60 x 40 cm | 83826 | 

SHOP
ONLINE
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE

Serving trolley CLASSY GOLD, for bottles or bouquets:  
a stylish trolley for everything that needs to be served or decorated,  
64 x 50 x 33 cm | 81428 |   

Mirror WINERY, a decorative mirror with a wine glass 
motif, 50 x 100 cm | 82693 |    

Cupboard MUSKAT, a dainty eye-catcher with gold-coloured painted decorations in the form of scales. With shelf, other versions available,  
90 x 75 x 40 cm | 83364 |   Table lamp MUSHROOM, a gold-coloured highlight in a perfect design, radiates stylish light and looks great during  
the day as well, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 |   TV board MUSKAT, just the right home for your TV! With its compartments and doors, Muskat is also happy 
to accommodate magazines or electrical appliances, 50 x 140 x 35 cm | 83365 |   

"Bar trolleys are 
the perfect solution 
for those who don't 

have room for a large bar. 
Bottles, glasses and  

accessories can be stylishly 
grouped on the  

reflecting surface.  
The bar is open!"

Skarleth Villagomez 
 interior stylist, 

KARE Santa Cruz 
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1. Bar LADY ROCK, an enchanting home bar in vintage style with a brass-coloured railing, 104 x 120 x 48 cm | 77146 | 
2. Barstool MONACO, a height-adjustable swivel stool in Seventies style, 106 x 48 x 48 cm | 81836 | 
3. Bistro table BLACK NATURE, with a black lacquered tabletop in square format, 105 x 70 x 70 cm | 83029 |  
4. Barstool CHEERIO, casual and urban styling in a mix of materials, 100 x 54 x 52 cm | 83077 | 
5. Glass series INNOCENT SMOKE, in aristocratic grey, with a gold-coloured edge | e.g. 60019 |
6. Bar AFTER WORK, with an oval, gold-framed glass top and opulent cover of turquoise velvet, 105 x 120 x 48 cm | 83901 |  
7. Barstool AFTER WORK, with decorative quilting and a gold-coloured base, also available in grey chrome, 74 x 40 x 40 cm | 83903 |     
8. Bistro table WILD NATURE, with a natural wood top and slim metal legs, 106 x 73 x 70 cm | 82161 |   
9. Serving trolley HIPSTER BAMBOO, catches the eye in the exclusive vintage style, made of brass-plated stainless steel, 73 x 75 x 41 cm | 83803 |    
10. Wine cooler OH DEER, a real top stag looks after your bottles and keeps them cool in the ice cubes, 54 x 69 x 49 cm | 61342 | 
11. Serving trolley BARFLY, with plenty of space for tasty treasures on two levels made of black safety glass, 83 x 84 x 40 cm | 81388 | 

2.
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Tall dresser BOSTON, the sophisticated and stylish Boston series stands for graphic line management,  
with brass-coloured details and charmingly grained veneer in the ebony look, 129 x 120 x 39 cm | 83130 | 
Table BOSTON, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83131 | 
Chair RIMINI, an elegant seat with velvet upholstery and gold coloured legs, 81 x 56 x 67 cm | 83317 |  
Pendant lamp CHIPS, a distinctive lamp made of brass-coated steel with elaborately worked agate discs, Ø 61 cm | 60125 | 
Carpet PIXEL, made of cowhide in different shades of red, 170 x 240 cm | 61304 | 

STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE
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1. Cupboard CIRCULO, with push-to-open function and geometrically decorated fronts, 150 x 120 x 40 cm | 83835 |       
2. Sideboard LAVA, a statement piece of furniture made of premium-quality materials: lacquered brass as well  
as elaborately crafted bone inlays, 80 x 120 x 40 cm | 83832 |   
3. Cupboard ENIGMA, stands on high legs and can also accommodate a home bar, 150 x 80 x 44 cm | 83173 |   
4. Shelf unit BOULEVARD, for lovers of opulence and extravagance - and with plenty of storage space, 200 x 150 x 35 | 83909 |  
5. Shelf unit CAMPS BAY, can also be used as an elegant room divider, 200 x 150 x 35 cm | 83082 |    
6. Shelf unit ZOOM, an elegant shelf unit for the many beautiful collectables, 180 x 76 x 39 cm | 83949 |  

1. 2. 3.

4.
5.
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE

Sideboard DISK PINK, the wedding cabinet as a sideboard in a trendy statement colour,  
84 x 150 x 50 cm | 82771 | 

Cupboard FLEUR, storage space or Impressionist 
painting? A cupboard with a floral print in romantic 
colouring, 140 x 76 x 30 cm | 82780 | 

Shelf unit PURO, hand-carved patterns and doors 
alternating with compartments and drawers make 
tidying up fun, 191 x 90 x 35 cm | 81337 | 

Cupboard DISK YELLOW, the modern version of  
the Chinese wedding cabinet, with brightly coloured 
lacquer and copper-plated stainless steel details, 
180 x 120 x 55 cm | 82772 | 
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Coatstand COSMOPOLITAN, a rustic coatstand  in vintage look, very practical thanks to the integrated hanger,  
hat rack and shoe rack - made of galvanised steel and solid wood, 170 x 100 x 56 cm | 79267 | 

TV board DAVOS, accommodates the TV or other 
articles in a natural-romantic way, with elaborate 
carvings as well as a mix of materials,  
65 x 120 x 36 cm | 83753 | 

Magazine rack MESH, made of powder-coated  
steel, in a modern industrial look,  
50 x 48 x 30 cm | 83675 | 

Shelf unit SNAIL, highly unusual shelving,  
75 x 75 x 13 cm | 70755 | 
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, CUPBOARDS, BARS & MORE

Shelf unit AUTHENTICO ZICK ZACK, pure and authentic, with natural charm and wit - that's how we imagined  
an appealing bookshelf which also serves as a room divider, 150 x 60 x 30 cm | 74771 | 
Sideboard BROOKLYN NATURE, plenty of storage space in the popular Brooklyn series: soft edges and excitingly  
grained sheesham wood, 85 x 145 x 40 cm | 81436 | 

"Solid wood  
immediately makes 

rooms look cosy and homely. 
Those who like wood grain love 

our Authentico and Brooklyn series. 
Whether individual items or the  

complete look: there's something for  
every nature lover, from bed to  
shelving. Ask for our URBAN 

WOOD brochure for even  
more wooden furniture 

inspiration ."

Tom Fischer 
shop manager, 

KARE Kraftwerk 
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1. Sideboard MADRID, clear, distinctive forms with a touch of the mid-century look make this sideboard a long-term eye-catcher, 86 x 200 x 46 cm | 82049 | 
2. Vase BEE, elaborately designed vase made of stoneware, 37 x 29 x 29 cm | 61648 | 
3. Table lamp ANIMAL FROG, a light source for lovers of animals or fun home articles, 57 x 23 x 23 cm | 61600 | 
4. Dresser X-FACTORY, a practical chest of drawers in the industrial look - the mix of wood and concrete look does the trick! 80 x 100 x 40 cm | 80322 | 
5. TV board HAPPY STAY, a minimalist TV board made of oiled solid wood with steel feet, 42 x 160 x 40 cm | 83980 | 
6. Console table SLIDE RULE, an artful console table with eye-catching, turned decorative elements, 90 x 120 x 35 cm | 83775 | 
7. Shelf unit ATTENTO MULTITASK, linear design in solid oak, 186 x 80 x 24 cm | 81850 | 
8. Cabinet KONTOR, storage space with glass doors for the display of your treasures, 187 x 97 x 39 cm | 81047 | 
9. Cabinet REFUGIO, an industrial-style gem in wood and metal with glass doors, 156 x 60 x 40 cm | 83751 |   

5.
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C O N S O L E  T A B L E  B A S T I D O N

K A R E  I N S I D E

Console table BASTIDON, 75 x 40 x 35 cm | 83489 | 
Console table BASTIDON, 75 x 125 x 33 cm | 83338 | 
Console table BASTIDON, 75 x 75 x 35 cm | 83488 | 

Perfect for bits and pieces: mini drawers made of recycled wood.

The Bastidon console table is a real all-rounder and an eye-catcher at the same 
time. With its numerous drawers for small treasures and lacquered solid wood 
surface, each one is unique. 

For the production we used environmentally friendly recycled wood, from which 
a favourite piece is created with much love in complex manual craftsmanship.  
The natural cord handles complete the ethnic look. Available in different versions.

STORY
BEHIND

THE
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A GIFT THAT'S 
ALWAYS RIGHT

The individually rechargeable card offers all the fun of 
furnishing. Whether as a small gift or to help someone 
to create a first-time home, our gift card is always well 
received - and makes every home more beautiful.



BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT A R T  G A L L E R Y

ART
Sofa GAMBLE SAND, sand-coloured velvet cover for your favourite in the Sixties style, 78 x 179 x 75 cm | 83454 | 
Oil painting ABSTRACT LANDSCAPE, a handpainted work of art using mixed media on canvas, 120 x 120 cm | 60777 | 
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APPLIED
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1. Picture frame ABSOLUTELY, art print in a frame, 60 x 44 cm | 60388 |   
2. Picture touched MONKEY REBELLION, art print hand-finished in oils, 180 x 120 cm | 30002 |   
3. Glass picture PICCADILLY CIRCUS, exciting city motif behind glass, 120 x 160 cm | 35856 |    
4. Oil painting ABSTRACT GREY LINE, a unique modern image in the industrial style, 150 x 120 cm | 60424 |    
5. Picture touched ELEPHANTS, art print with hand-painted touches and three-dimensional decorative butterflies, 120 x 120 cm | 39251 |    
6. Glass picture SCIENCE FICTION, art print behind glass, can be hung vertically or horizontally, 120 x 180 cm | 38165 |     
7. Oil painting SUNGLASSES, elaborate oil painting with a fashionable motif, 120 x 150 cm | 33297 |   
8. Picture touched FLOWER BOAT, a romantic feel-good image! Art print with handpainted touches, 160 x 120 cm | 37104 | 
9. Glass picture TIMES SQUARE MOVE, artistic photograph of the New York's Times Square, behind glass, 120 x 160 cm | 35857 | 
10. Deco frame FLOWER GOLD, a collage of countless golden flowers behind glass, 120 x 120 cm | 39249 | 
11. Glass picture OLDTIMER, a clean-lined print of the popular swing door car, 120 x 160 cm | 61474 | 
12. Deco frame GOLD SNAIL, art for the wall featuring golden goose feathers, 120 x 120 cm | 38576 | 
13. Picture touched FLAMINGO ROAD, with hand-painted touches in oils, 122 x 92 cm | 61551 |  
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ART GALLERY // WALL DECORATIONS & PICTURES

1. Picture frame ITALIAN DIVA, an icon in black and white in a mirror frame, 120 x 90 cm | 60756 |   
2. Glass picture NEW YORK SUNSET, a skyline in exciting colours, 120 x 160 cm | 60325 |   
3. Picture touched HERON RIGHT, Asian bird on a golden background, 70 x 50 cm | 60772 |    
4. Glass picture ACHAT BLAU, art print behind glass, 100 x 150 cm | 64687 |   
5. Picture frame Alu PROUD HORSE, temperament and aesthetics in black and white, framed, 100 x 100 cm | 83374 |    
6. Deco frame ANCIENT ART COLLAGE, La Gioconda seen in a different way... a modern collage of a timeless painting, 150 x 100 cm | 61979 |     
7. Picture touched LAMA POM POM, art print with oil finish and pom-poms, 100 x 70 cm | 60768 |  
8. Glass picture FACE THE WORLD PROFIL, an exciting motif behind glass, 120 x 80 cm | 60321 | 
9. Glass picture WAVE, nature photography behind glass, 70 x 120 cm | 60326 | 
10. Deco frame WALL ART BEAM, a modern art object, looks different from every angle, 90 x 90 cm | 61702 | 
11. Picture touched MONSIEUR TOTO, Toto, the secret KARE mascot, in pop-up look on canvas, 102 x 72 cm | 61547 | 
12. Picture frame Art 3D IDOL CAT, the folding technique hides three motifs in one here! More details on the Internet, 43 x 43 cm | 60878 | 
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1. Picture touched FLOWER BOAT GOLD, shimmering art print with hand-painted details, 100 x 80 cm | 65736 | 
2. Picture touched MEETING BIRDS, like sparrows on a wire - print on canvas with handpainted touches, 30 x 150 cm | 38569 |   
3. Glass picture ELEFANT FAMILY, safari print behind glass, 160 x 120 cm | 60395 |   
4. Glass picture ROAD TO THE MOUNTAINS, landscape photography behind glass 100 x 150 cm | 39271 |    
5. Picture frame FRENCH DIVA, timeless beauty with mirror frame, 120 x 90 cm | 60753 |    
6. Glass picture ROYAL HEADDRESS PROFILE, a magical portrait behind glass, 150 x 100 cm | 60817 |    
7. Glass picture GRAND CANYON, landscape photography behind glass, 120 x 180 cm | 60816 |      
8. Oil painting ROSES, oil painting in mixed media with plastic coating, 100 x 100 cm | 60775 |   
9. Picture touched LAMA CHIEF, art print with oil finish and pom-poms, 100 x 70 cm | 60770 | 
10. Picture Mirror frame OFFICE PINK, art print with mirror frame, 80 x 80 cm | 60814 | 

TOP TIP FROM THE KARE VISUAL 
MERCHANDISING TEAM 

"How do you actually design the perfect picture wall? 
We've got some ideas: give all the pictures a shared  
element, e.g. the material of the frame, or a colour  

that appears again and again... the motifs and styles  
can then be freely mixed! Even spaces between  

pictures bring harmony to the wall.  
And of course the spirit level is a must!"
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H O M E  O F F I C E

Desk SOFT SNAKE WALNUT, with flowing lines and fine walnut veneer, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 82993 | 
Swivel chair PATRON WALNUT, a Seventies-style office, with armrests in walnut veneer and leather-look upholstery, 101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 | 
Glass picture TIMES SQUARE MOVE, artistic print behind frameless glass, other sizes available, 90 x 120 cm | 35857 | 
Carpet ABSTRACT GREY LINE, a modern work of art for the floor, 170 x 240 cm | 61333 | 

HOME
OFFICE
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1. Clock GEAR, in oversized format, with exposed clockwork, ø 120 cm | 35183 |   
2. Clock FACTORY, XXL format in the vintage industrial look, ø 120 cm | 34961 |   
3. Desk WHITE CLUB, elegant retro styling with high-gloss surfaces and plenty of storage space, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 75193 |   
4. Office chair LABORA, in quilted-leather look, height adjustable and with swivel function, 105 x 57 x 61 cm | 79946 |    
5. Desk SOLUTION, a minimalist silhouette with high-gloss surfaces, 74 x 140 x 70 cm | 76215 |  
6. Swivel chair CLUB WALNUT, makes the heart of every Seventies lover beat faster, 75 x 62 x 62 cm | 82994 |     
7. Desk MOONSCAPE, a unique combination of clearly defined forms and mystical surfaces, mirror glass in antique look, 76 x 120 x 60 | 81571 |   
8. Table lamp CODOLO LED, reduced design in curved form that emits light exactly where it is needed, 50 x 60 x 13 cm | 38887 |  
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HOME OFFICE // DESKS AND WORK STATION

Desk CLEAR CLUB, retro flair and lightness  
due to the rounded design, 78 x 125 x 60 cm | 76719 | 
Swivel chair PATROL WALNUT, with winglike armrests featuring  
walnut veneer, 101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 | 

Desk BROOKLYN NATURE, an elegant workstation with rounded edges  
made of solid wood, 85 x 110 x 70 cm | 81426 | 
Swivel chair LADY SAND, timeless in style, whether a Dinner for One  
or in the office, 87 x 62 x 70 cm | 83067 | 

Desk NATURE, made of beautifully grained solid sheesham wood,  
76 x 150 x 70 cm | 74821 | 
Mobile cabinet NATURE, a convenient matching storage unit,  
56 x 48 x 46 cm | 74820 | 

Desk VISIBLE CLEAR, a one-piece workstation,  
88 x 110 x 56 cm | 75805 | 
Swivel chair CIGAR LOUNGE, you won't want to leave your desk  
anymore! A cosy classic with cowhide leather upholstery,  
113 x 62 x 70 cm | 75984 | 

Ladies' desk AUTHENTICO, a striking silhouette in the mid-century 
style, 83 x 117 x 70 cm | 76950 | 
Swivel chair FOXY, also cuts a fine figure at the desk or dining table,  
88 x 65 x 65 cm | 79973 | 

Desk PURO, with carvings and lovingly crafted details  
such as various buttons, 78 x 135 x 60 cm | 81333 | 
Dresser small PURO, convenient storage,  
46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 | 
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Desk CAPRI, unconventional, with fun details in different patterns ,  
77 x 118 x 40 cm | 80999 | 

Desk X-FACTORY, an industrial-style desk with a concrete-look surface and solid wood fronts, 76 x 120 x 60 cm | 80324 | 
Dresser small X-FACTORY, matching chest of drawers, can also be used as a bedside table, 60 x 50 x 40 cm | 82171 | 

Desk BABALOU, made of solid mango wood with various individually 
lacquered drawers, 78 x 135 x 60 cm | 76853 | 
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT A C C E S S O R I E S  / /  M I R R O R S

SMILE
PLEASE!

Mirror DROP, an outsized mirror in the shape of a water drop, 120 x 76 x 9 cm | 83206 | 
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1. Mirror MAKE UP SQUARE, all-round illuminated make-up mirror for Hollywood glamour, 81 x 81 cm | 83203 |   
2. Mirror BIG BEAUTY CANDLE, an elegant mirror with space for nine tea lights, 35 x 91 cm | 72830 |   

3. Mirror CRYSTALS LED, a glittering eye-catcher with integrated LED band  
that puts everything in the right light, 180 x 60 cm | 83247 |   

4. Mirror FRAME SILVER, a full-body mirror with an unadorned frame, 180 x 90 cm | 79742 |    
5. Mirror COCCIO, in a fancy design, our favourite for bars and clubs, 140 x 100 cm | 74892 |   

6. Mirror SOFT BEAUTY, a giant mirror with a glazed frame, 207 x 99 cm | 78004 |      
7. Mirror ROYAL RESIDENCE, with a high quality designer frame in the baroque style, 203 x 104 cm | 80411 |    

8. Mirror SHAPES, a striking work of art that becomes an installation as a group, 130 x 110 cm | 83009 |  
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1. Mirror HACIENDA, with a leather-look cord, 97 x 61 cm | 81797 |   
2. Mirror SUNBEAM, a dainty wall mirror in the shape of the sun, rays made of nickel-plated steel, ø 89 cm | 79763 |  
3. Mirror PLUTO XXL, extra-large mirror with handcrafted aluminium structuring, ø 110 cm | 83372 |    
4. Mirror SPROCKET, a modern wall mirror with reflecting beams, ø 92 cm | 79985 |   
5. Mirror COSMOS FLOWERS, extra large mirror with handcrafted aluminium structuring, ø 110 cm | 83374 |   
6. Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame of brass-coloured steel.  
Available in further versions, ø 100 cm | 82718 |      
7. Mirror SUNLIGHT, a gem from India, each piece a unique specimen, ø 120 cm | 82120 |   
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Sideboard TOMAHAWK, a gem made of mango wood in ethnic style with warm colours, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 83370 | 
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame of brass-coloured steel. Available in further versions, ø 100 cm | 82718 | 
Carpet ABSTRACT, an Expressionist work of art for the floor... or why not on the wall? 170 x 240 cm | 61333 | 
Table lamp MUSHROOM, wit and style merge in this table lamp to create an original  
but timeless design with clearly defined lines, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60199 | 
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"Setting up the Mirror Munich Bar was a creative challenge for us. We wanted to achieve  
a cool look, but without filling the bar full of decorative objects. So we started with the walls 
and ceiling - and visually enlarged the room many times over with fancy mirrors! Light is 
therefore the main theme of the room, and since our lamps resemble design objects anyway, 
they reinforce the impression of spaciousness once more. The many mirror collages are of 
course also a highlight for guests, who enjoy taking selfies with a tasty drink in their hand!  
If you are interested in having large mirrors on the ceiling at home, we'll be happy to advise 
you and find a way to fix them.“

A facility like a hotel, restaurant, office or shop requires the right furnishing and decoration to give it the magic  
that makes it a special place. Use our facility planning service and benefit from our experience and expertise in creating 

unmistakable worlds of well-being.

Mirror Munich Bar
Occamstraße 7
80802 Munich

Amarin Bitto & Flavia Magaz-Valsecchi
KARE Munich

FROM THE OFFICE TO THE BAR, WE'VE GOT THE IDEAS!

FACILITIES FURNISHING 
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"We furnish many interesting properties, but furnishing the Grand Hotel with its 116 rooms 
and spacious presidential suite was a very special project for us. Together with the architect 
Maria João Zagallo we looked for elegant furniture that would reflect the stylish flair of the 
building and invite guests to linger. The cube-shaped velvet furniture harmonises perfectly 
with the copper-coloured highlights, and visitors love the cosy and glamorous atmosphere."

Project by architect Maria João Zagallo
in cooperation with KARE Portugal

Grand Plaza Nampula Hotel
Nampula, Mozambique

Wanda Delza,  

CEO, KARE Portugal



10.

Who wouldn't like to lie under palm trees every day?  
We have some ideas on how you can bring that Caribbean feeling  

into your own four walls...

4.

TROPICAL
FEELINGS
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1.

1. Coatrack JUNGLE PARTY, with five hooks among numerous metal leaves, 43 x 107 x 5 cm | 82166 |     
2. Deco plant RAINFOREST, a life-like plant for jungle lovers without green fingers, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 60720 |    
3. Picture touched FLAMINGO MEETING, a cheerful print on canvas with handpainted touches in oils, 120 x 90 cm | 60444 |   
4. Deco plant BANANA TREE, needs neither water nor sunlight, but doesn't produce bananas either, 190 x 40 x 40 cm | 60722 |  
5. Deco figure FLAMINGO, a life-sized decorative flamingo which is guaranteed to bring summer into your home. Comes in different sizes, e.g. 126 cm | 36647 |  
6. Deco vase KAKTUS, available in different versions, e.g.  23 cm | 31191 |  
7. Deco plate PINEAPPLE, for small decorative things, 32 x 19 cm | 60508 |  
8. Vase SICILY, year-round ripe citrus fruits for the living rooms - in various sizes, e.g. 33 x 30 x 30 cm | 60821 | 
9. Stool CHERRY JUNGLE, the popular classic in a holiday outfit, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 83386 |  
10. Swivel armchair JUNGLE FEVER, statement furniture and a blogger favourite with parrot print, 100 x 75 x 70 cm | 79111 | 
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT
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SHOPPING 
44 Stanley Shopping Mall: 
Eat, Love, Stay in industrial chic
The 44 Stanley shopping mall in Milpark  
is a real insider tip. Here you will find shops, 
cafés, bars and art galleries in industrial chic 
between small alleys and green courtyards. 
African Fair Trade coffee, local designers and 
restaurants invite you on a stylish shopping 
trip with urban flair.

44 STANLEY AVENUE
JOHANNESBURG, GP, 2092
WWW.44STANLEY.CO.ZA

RESTAURANT 
Marble Restaurant: 
Barbecue African style
One of Johannesburg's most popular  
restaurants is the Marble in Rosebank 
District. Here, chef David Higgs and his 
team give the Braai, the traditional South 
African barbecue, a luxurious makeover  
with star potential. Meat, fish and vegetables 
are grilled to perfection using charcoal from 
the camel thorn tree. Top tip: at dinner  
you can enjoy the panoramic view of the  
fiery sunset!

3RD FL, TRUMPET BLDG, 
19 KEYES AVE, ROSEBANK  
MO – SO 12 - 22H
WWW.MARBLE.RESTAURANT.COM

Johannesburg is not only one of the largest cities on the  
African continent and South Africa's financial capital, but above 
all a vibrant metropolis. A visit there is worth it: art and culture, 
history and a young food scene make a trip here an eventful  
city safari.

SOUTH AFRICA'S SECRET CAPITAL

KARE JOHANNESBURG:
14 APPEL ROAD
KRAMERVILLE

JOHANNESBURG
MO – FR 9 - 17H

SAT 9 - 15H

JOHANNESBURG
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NATURE  
Pilanesberg National Park:  
on the tracks of the "big five"
Pilanesberg National Park is only a stone's throw 
from Johannesburg and thus perfectly suitable 
for a day trip. Here visitors get that real safari fee-
ling: covering about 55,000 hectares and on an  
extinct volcano at 1680 m above sea level 
there's an opportunity to encounter the big five: 
elephants, lions, rhinos, leopards and water 
buffalos, in addition to 100 other species of 
mammal that are at home here.
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CITY BREAK
Time out in Yoyogi Park
Tokyo's residents can take a break  
from the hectic big city life on the  
meadows of Yoyogi Park. Tokyo's "Central 
Park" is one of the most popular locations  
for a picnic, a walk or a jog. 
Especially beautiful with the cherry 
blossom in spring and amidst the colourful 
autumn leaves.

KARE TOKYO  
AOYAMA FLAGSHIPSTORE

KITAAOYAMABUILDING, 2-13-6,  
KITAAOYAMA, MINATO-WARD,  

TOKYO, JAPAN 
+81 3 541 385 53

AOYAMA@KARE.CO.JP
WWW.KARE.CO.JP

MO. - SU. 11 AM - 8 PM

FOOD
Ichiran: noodle soup with cult status
According to Forbes magazine, anyone who 
wishing to eat the best ramen should head 
for one of the city's Ichiran restaurants. 
Here you put together the traditional 
Japanese noodle soup in a vending machine 
before eating it in a one-person booth. 
This enables you to concentrate on enjoying 
your ramen in peace. 

ICHHERE ARE 15 ICHIRAN  
RESTAURANTS IN TOKYO,  
SOME STAY OPEN ALL THE TIME.

SHOPPING
Vintage shopping in  
Shimokitazawa district
Welcome to the vintage shopping paradise!
In fashion-conscious Tokyo, Shimokitazawa  
is the Mecca for young trendsetters.  
From top international designers to curated 
haute couture to cult vintage shirts, fashion 
lovers will find an infinite wealth of shopping 
treasures here.

CULTURE
Gotokuji temple –
Birthplace of the lucky cat
Legend has it that a cat who lived in the  
Zen temple of Gotokuji once saved the life  
of a prince there by beckoning to him. 
Seconds later the lightning struck the place 
where the prince had stood only seconds 
before. The cult of the waving cat, the  
maneki neko, was born. Since then, it has 
been regarded as a symbol of happiness 
and is used as a thank you for fulfilled 
wishes or as a good luck charm in the 
impressive temple buildings.

GOTOKUJI TEMPLE,  
2-24-7 GOTOKUJI, SETAGAYA-KU,  
TOKYO 154-0021 

Neon lights and ancient temples, manga fashions and  
traditional robes, the scent of cherry blossom and restaurant 
districts - Japan's pulsating megacity is everything but ordinary.

A FASCINATING  MEGACITY

TOKYO
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KARE LISBOA II
RUA ALMEIDA E SOUSA Nº 3

+351 210 964 478
INFO@KARE-LISBOA.COM
WWW.KARE-LISBOA.COM

MO. - SA. 10.30 AM - 7.30 PM

KARE LISBOA I
LX FACTORY |  

ALCÂNTARA RUA RODRIGUES FARIA,  
N.103 EDIFICIO I  

ESPAÇO 0.1C 1300-501 LISBOA,  
PORTUGAL

+351 21 998 392
TU. - FR. 12 AM - 8 PM

SA. 11 AM - 8 PM
SU. 10 AM - 2 PM

BARS
An evening out in Barrio Alto
As soon as the sun goes down, an entire 
quarter comes to life: in Barrio Alto there 
are countless bars offering tapas as well as 
wine and other drinks. Here young and old 
spend the warm nights, usually outside in 
front of the bars. Simply drift from one bar to 
the next to the sounds of fado, the traditional 
Portuguese music! By the way: the trip to  
the Barrio Alto quarter in the upper town  
is spectacular because it is accessed by  
a 45 m high elevator, the so-called  
"Elevador de Santa Justa".

BEACH BREAK
Praia de Galapinhos –  
the most beautiful beach in Europe
The most beautiful beach in Europe can  
be found within an hour's drive of Lisbon.  
In spite of its tropical beauty, the white sand  
is not yet overrun by tourists. 
Even the outward journey along the Atlantic 
coast is breathtakingly beautiful.

BECO DA PRAIA 
SETÚBAL, PORTUGAL

SIGHTSEEING
Eléctricos de Lisboa:  
the yellow trams
This means of transport with its  
characteristic signal yellow colour is one of 
the city's landmarks and an absolute must! 
Since 1873 the trains and their passengers 
have been winding their way through  
the narrow historic lanes of the old city  
on the hop-on and hop-off principle,  
and they're therefore perfectly suited for 
sightseeing tours.

Inexpensive, casual, hip. Lisbon is a place where even the  
most restless traveller will want to linger for some time.  
Culture, food, nightlife and beautiful beaches make the  

Portuguese capital the perfect destination for a city break.

EUROPE'S HOTSPOT ON THE ATLANTIC

LISBON



L A M P S

Pendant lamp PARECCHI BERRY, the KARE classic with various lampshades in trendy blush and berry shades, 178 x 107 x 30 cm | 60688 |  
Armchair SPAGHETTI, the classic for indoors and outdoors, a real design highlight, stackable, 87 x 73 x 83 cm | 80740 |  

LIGHT!
LET THERE BE
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1. Pendant lamp HARLEKIN, black and gold lamp in the Fifties style for the finest retro elegance, 210 x 78 x 78 cm | 60699 |   
2. Pendant lamp MULTI SPIDER, a luminous example of functional design, the six spots can be aligned in different ways, 60 x 110 x 110 cm | 36595 |   
3. Pendant lamp PRISMA ICE CUBE, a cube made of glass is at the centre of this extraordinary lamp, 206 x 82 x 82 cm | 60168 |  
4. Standard lamp LEMMING, a swivelling arc lamp with 3 flexible shades in black, 199 x 162 x 40 cm | 61938 |  
5. Standard lamp BOWL BLACK, a dome-shaped shade with lovingly created details on three legs, 160 x 70 x 70 cm | 30511 |   
6. Table lamp JUPITER, a favourite piece featuring pink tinted glass with a gold-coloured stainless steel foot, 55 x 35 x 30 cm | 61397 |      
7. Table lamp ANIMAL FROG, a fun figure which provides light on the bedside table, 57 x 23 x 23 cm | 61600 |  
8. Standard lamp TRIANGLE TRIPOD, makes a strong impact with geometric shapes, 156 x 54 x 45 cm | 61436 |  
9. Standard lamp OASIS, casts a harmonious play of light and shadow on the wall, 100 x 38 x 38 cm | 60998 | 
10. Standard lamp OASIS, available in other sizes and designs, 69  x 32 x 32 cm | 60999 | 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9. 10.
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Pendant lamp DINING CONCRETE, a perfect combination  
of natural materials and concrete, height variable by winding the cord around the crossbar,  
120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 |   
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"We love the cool 
look of vintage carbon 
filament lamps, and  

are delighted that there is  
a contemporary and environmen-

tally friendly alternative:  
our incandescent light bulbs with 
fine-tuned LED elements bring 
the industrial look home and 

also look great on  
their own."

1. Lightbulb LED POWER STATION, an oversized light source, also looks good arranged in a group, 37 x 25 x 25 cm | 38908 |   
2. Pendant lamp PARECCHI, a favourite lamp with different coloured shades, height adjustable, 160 x 107 x 30 cm | 35777 |  
3. Lighting object PEACE, beautiful wall piece of art in industrial look, for 13 light bulbs, 71 x 40 x 9 cm | 36673 |   
4. Pendant lamp DINING BIRDS, romantic lamp with bird figures on a real branch, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38804 |  
5. Lightbulb LED CONUS BIG, in the carbon filament look but with LED bulbs, for socket E27, 14 x 7 x 7 cm | 37802 |    
6. Standard lamp CITY NIGHTS CIRCLES, a distinctive lamp with a reflecting screen made of lacquered stainless steel, 150 x 50 x 50 cm | 61945 |    
7. Standard lamp PIPES, an elegant work of art with coloured glass tubes and stainless steel frame, 175 x 30 x 30 cm | 61476 |  
8. Table lamp MUSHROOM CHROME, the popular luminous mushroom with chrome-coloured body, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60201 |  
9. Table lamp LED BIRDS, three cute birds on a concrete base provide environmentally friendly LED light, 52 x 35 x 25 cm | 39470 | 
10. Standard lamp BALLOONS COLORE, a striking lamp in the Seventies style with colourful balls  
made of plastic and copper-coloured foot , 160 x 95 x 75 cm | 38316 | 

Viorel Darie 
interior designer,  
KARE Kraftwerk 
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Pendant lamp POLE SIX, an uncomplicated pendant lamp,  
ideal for LED bulbs in the vintage look,  
140 x 135 x 8 cm | 35590 | 
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1. Pendant lamp SMOKY LOUNGE ROUND, brings light and luxury into elegant rooms with its glass crystals, 42 x 54 x 54 cm | 38273 |  
2. Pendant lamp BALLOONS, a modern art installation for the ceiling, with six halogen bulbs radiating light, 58 x 60 x 60 cm | 61157 |   
3. Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, a distinctive, industrial-style lamp made of brass-plated steel and satin-finished glass, 25 x 100 x 25 cm | 67576 |   
4. Pendant lamp BIG BANG, industrial chic in the shape of a globe, 120 x 40 x 40 cm | 60979 |  
5. Table lamp ANIMAL MONKEY, an adorable primate with illuminated shade, 56 x 23 x 23 cm | 61602 |    
6. Standard lamp BALLOON CUBE, an elegant lamp with shades of coloured glass, also a bright idea as a room divider, 160 x 42 x 40 cm | 67860 |     
7. Standard lamp DISK COLORE, handmade artistic eye-catcher with exchangeable glass panes, on a marble base, 160 x 60 x 26 cm | 60634 |  
8. Table lamp APOLLON, a gold-coloured lamp for the table, sideboard and floor, 26 x 36 x 36 cm | 61481 |   
9. Standard lamp JUPITER BLUE, filigree and graphic, it celebrates colour and light, accentuating modern furnishings, 128 x 35 x 30 cm | 61402 | 
10. Standard lamp CALOTTA CHROME, that retro feeling with three rotating lampshades, 151 x 40 x 26 cm | 69841 | 
11. Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS BRASS, with rotating shades in gold and with a solid marble base, 220 x 100 x 110 cm | 60631 | 

1. 2. 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9.

10.

11.

„Whether illuminated 
design object or  

bedside lamp - light is the 
ideal medium to make rooms cosy 

and comfortable. Are you looking for 
spot lighting? Or would you prefer warm 

light in the background? We'll be happy to 
advise you and provide a stylish solution  

for all your wishes.“
 

Our complete range of lighting  
is available online or in our  

current "Bright Delight"  
lamp catalogue



SEE OUR  
CONSTANTLY UPDATED  

NEWEST COLLECTIONS ONLINE!
WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM

  Looking for 
more design?
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